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I. INTRODUCTION

Statements made under interrogation by subjects of References (a), (b) and
(c) -- particularly ONODERA, Japanese Military Attaoh at Stockholm from 1941 to 1945,
and ONOUCIII, who held the . same post at Uelsinki from 1940 to 1944 -- have revealed the
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following important and hitherto little known facts about Japanese intelligence
activities in Europe before and during World War II.

First, the Japanose Army General Staff has for many years collaborated close-
ly with the General Staffs of the Polish, Finnish, Estonian, and Latvian Armies in
subversive and intelligence activities against Russia. After the outbreak of war in
the Pacific, the western Allies were also included as one of their targets. This
collaboration inoluded the exchange by official agreement of Genoral Staff officers
for training and instruction, the exchange of orypto-analytic and other intelligenoe
material, joint financing end planning of subversive operations in peace as well as
in war, and joint training and direction of espionage and sabotage agents.

Second, in Europe the Japanese Military Attaches functioned as leading fig-
ures in all such activitips. Both in peace and in war they were responsible not only
for normal diplomatic duties and the generally recognised intelligence work of military
representatives in foreign countries, but also for every kind of subversive activity
including direct contact with espionage and sabotage agents, maintenance of clandestine
WiT communications, radio interoeption and illegal commercial operation. In Sweden,
Finland, Poland and the Baltic states, they were the only Japanese to do this Work,
and there is little if any evidenoe . to show that the Navy or the Foreign Office
played mote than a secondary role insofar as intelligence was concerned.

Third, ONODERA and ONOIJOHI themselves had been trained for years as speoialisto
in Russian intelligence. When the former was first sent to Sweden it was in that ca-
pacity only. However; as the war developed his office gradually became the most im-
portant Japanese espionage post in Europe with directives covering all fronts and
with close to 2,000,000 Yen held at his disposal for intelligence operations. His
organiiation, through which he obtained oututandingly successful results, was based
on the collaboration already mentioned. RYBIKONSII, former head of the German Section.
in Department II of the Polish General Staff, worked in his office ..Z'or almost three and
a half years. MAASING, former chief of Department II of the Estonian General Staff
and officially a refugee in Stockholm, was his chief agent throughout the war. When
the Finnish crypto-analytic section under EALLAMAA fled to Sweden they relied an
ONODERA for funds and placed the results of their work at his disposal. In addition
to those he also had a source within the Swedish General Staff in the person of Major
PETERSEN and he made extensive exchanges of intelligence material with  Earl Heins -

KRASNER, who is generally acknoeledged to have been one of the Abwehr's most success-
fill operators.
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IFELSMI 

A. STOCKCOLM

1. Appointment and Authority

ONODERA was appointod to the post of Military Attach at Stockholm in November
1940 and assumed it officially on 5 February 1941, succeeding Coltmel NISHIMURA Toshio,
an expert on Russia and Finland. He was told that the Russian and German Sections in
Department II of the Imperial General Staff wanted him stationed in Europe as one of
their foremost Russian specialists. His job ma to be an observer and to study the war
from what was considered a second line position, in contrast with the first line of
quasi-operational pouts in the belligerent countries. Such an assignment seamed the
more fitting in that the study of strategy wee another of his specialties. ONODEIA
stresses that his office in Stockholm was never planned as an active intelligence oenter
and became so only as a result of the progress of the war. He was always handicapped
by the fact that he had left Japan entirely unprepared for such a development and there-
fore never obtained the staff or equipment appropriate to an operational intelligence post.

Though accredited only to the Swedish Government, ha was considered responsible
also for Norway and Denmark. He frequently rent to Norway, where he had good connections
in German military ciroles. Denmark was kept closed by the Germans because of unsettled
conditions, and he succeeded in going there only on his way to Berlin and for one
meeting with the representatives of Ast Oslo.

°NODE/taigas not connected administratively with any otie, military mission in
Europe. He claims to hr.7e been completely independent even wit he Japanese Legation
at Stockholm, and cites as evidence the facts that his funds were separate (he had no
contact with MARIMURA, the Legation paymaster) and that he had a personal code for
direct communicationvdth Tokyo.

2. Directives

The directives which 0110DERA received from Tokyo changed, as did the nature
of his work, with the progress of the war. In general they were of two types, basic
and special. He never felt bound by than and frequently acted on personal initiative
when he thought he could best Serve his country's interests in that way.

a. Basic Directives

i. General intelligence on Russia-military, technical,politioal
and economic, Thieves proper to the Stockholm post and fitted
in with his own previous training.

ii. General intelligence on Germany. This was also a regular
target for the Stockholm post. It was altered somewhat as
Japan and Germany became more closely allied, but continued
nevertheless throughout the war.

iii. General intelligence on Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and, after
August 1944, Finland and the Baltio countries.

iv. Study of the general strategic development of the war.

v, Study of new tactical methods developed by both sides.
Japanese military publications an this subject, some of
which had been prepared by UNODERA himself, were considered
to be out-dated.

vi. General intelligenoe on the western Allies (after 8 December 1941).

_ .3 _
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b. Spooial  Diroctivec

FeDruary 1.941. To ..cliect all material on German prepare_
tions for the invasion of Britain, vith particular emphasis
on the cpc ...ational date. OHODERA says that Tokyo evidently
wished to coordinate plans in the Pasific with Garman action
in Durepe.

He reported cc the basis of information obtained from German
and Estonian sources that not Britain but Russia vas about to
be invaded. Tokyo GRQ had been receiving contrary reports
from OSHA in Berlin and at firet refused to believe ONODERA.
When his, wife arrived in May 1941, nhe warned him that Heed-
quarterc' officials were very displeased with him and that he.
could expect to be recalled.

ii. September 1944. To make arrangements to take over the espionage
organizations or the Axis powers. (For an account of ONODERA's
attempts to do this soe "Japanese Wartime Collaboration with the
German Intelligence Service" -- SSG, 4 October 1946, DB #1259.)

May 1945. To collect all information on the redeployment of the
Allied forces in the European theater to the Far East.

r. February 1944. To purchase ball bearings in Sweden, regardless
of the laws forbidding their exportation. This was an especially
urgent directive. MODER& made three unsuccessful attempts to
carry it out. The first was through the Bulgarian Minister
NICOLAIEFF and the Commercial AttashLummy, who had agreed
to make the purchases for him and , ra- ezingTITIFIZEe shipment to
Germany where the ball bearings were to be forwarded to Japan by
submarine or blockade runner. However, Bulgaria surrendered be-
fore it was possible to carry this out.

The second attempt was through VOECEKOEHDY and otherc of the
Hungarian Legation. This also failed because Hungary was invaded.

The third was through a Swedish contact, ERIC ERICSSON, who
claimed to have made the necessary arrangements with FiRAE, the
representative of the S.D. in Sweden. At one time they planned
to 'send the ball bearings by air over the northern route, but
this scheme also fell through. ER/CSSON received about 7000 .
kroner for preliminary expenses. ONODERA had been authorized to
spend the total of the War anistry funds in his possession for
this purpose.

5. Development of Intelligence Activities in Stockholm

Before the outbreak of the Russo-German war the Japanese mission in Stockholm
waa regarded as relatively unimportant in the over-all organization for Europe. Even
after June 1941 it continued to be neglected by Japanese military ciroles, who were
under strong German influence. At the beginning of 1942 it began to be interesting
as an observer's post and it was somewhat strengthened by the arrival from Berlin and
Paris of newspapermen who began to report on the western Allies to their news ser-
vices. A representative each of Mitsui and Mitsubishi was added to the Military
Attache's office at that time - another Mitsui man a fe y months later - and in the
middle of 1942 a Naval Attache's office was created.

At the end of the saae year, the staff of the Legation being nearly doubled
with the arrival of a new minister (OKAY.OTO), a stronger impulse vas given to intelli-
gence • work. Late in 1945 some members of the diplomatic mizsien to Rome came to
Stockholm. By mid-1944 the effective distribution of Japanese diplomatic ataffs in
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continental Europe had changed considerably: the BerUn mission had begun to foal
that its days mare numbered, he French mission was completely dienolved, and the
.Japanese diplomatic situation in Span and Portugal had become most uncertain. As
a result, Stockholm became a vital point for Japanese intelligence aad people vern
transferred there from each of the places mentioned. At this time there was again
a noted increase in prer,s work. Finally in 1946 a group of twenty naval officers
headed by Admiral ABE arrived from Denmark. (They wore 3nterned by the Swedes,
however, and were never able to do any intelligence work.)

Notwithstanding these develoaments, ONODERA emphasises that throughout the
war, to the best of his knowledge, his eon office was the only Japanese organization
in Sweden which was engaged in secret intelligence operations.

4. Office ana Personnel

The Military Attache l s office was situated at Linnegatan 28. ONODERA and
his family lived in the same apartment building. Other members of the office had
their awn houses or flats in Stockholm end its suburbs. During the smiler stonths of
June, July and August a house was rented near Stockholm at Djursholm, StookholmWeg
15. Its owners were Hiss 814811.1WORNMIVE, sister of the chief of the Swedish General Optiliffit.15
Staff Intelligence Department, and Urs. BERGENDAHL, a relative of Minister of Foreign
Affairs. All the office force were frequently invited to this summer place and it
was occasionally used for business purposes.

When (MODENA arrived in 1941 his only helper was YOGOI, a refugee business
man. Mrs. OVOMMULwas obliged to assist with office work until April 1942, when
R(MA and INOUYE (of Mitsui and Mitsubishi respectively), were assigned to'the
office. Neither of these men was trained for intellirenoe work. In October of the
same year they were joined by SATO Kichinosuke (Mitsui), who came from Berlin not
because of his qualifications but to recover from a serious case of ulcers.

It was not until early in 1944 when Major SATO Tatsuya cane from the dis-
banded Italian mission that an officer was assigned to MODENA as Assistant Dilitary
Attache. SAO was an aircraft engineer with little experience or interest in intelli-
gence work. In December 1944 Colonel ITO and Major nom were transferred to
StoOkholm. Again neither was connected with the General Staff or had had any training
in intelligence.

The Stockholm office was never provided with the proper stenographic help for
work on Japanese reports. OUODERA made repeated requests for a Japanese female secre-
tary to be sent from Tokyo, but the outbreak of the Russo-German war made this im-
possible. As a result all secretarial work had to be done by his assistants.

For a list of personnel of the Office of the Military Attaché at Stockholm,
with brief description of each, see APPENDIX A. (The staff of the beet of the Lega-
tion is given in APPEUD1X D.)

5. Japanese Newspapermen in Stockholm

OUODERA states emphatically that no Japanese journalist was ever employed
in his office and that he never used one for intelligence work. O(d explains a
prevalent impression to the contrary by the fact that the newspapermen, many of wham
had friends among his assistants, were always using his office as their meeting place
and that at least once a week Mrs. GOMA gave Japanese dinner parties to which they
were all invited.) Me has never heard of any official arrangement, seotet or other-
wise, by which Japanese military missions were connected with newspapermen for intelli.

genes. The majority of the journalists, he says, were sent to Stockholm after December
1941 to observe developments in the United States and Great Britain end report an them
to the head office of their agencies in Tokyo. They tried to keep in contact with
foreign journalists and they made it their business to obtain all foreign newspapers
and publications whioh came to Sweden, including these which reached the country
illegally in spite of British and American censorship laws. There was much traffic
in these and high prices were paid for than. According to ONODERA, the chief source
from which they came was the crews of planes arriving from England.

-5-.
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The Japanese journalists communicated directly with their Tokyo agencies
through Swedish coivel.cial tele3raph comlmnios. They were able to do so at a
reasonable rate because there =isted mutual exchange ()entracte between Swedish and
Japanese news services. In the case of Demoi, ONODERA made an agreement whereby he
Gould use these facilities and thus avoid delay in reporting non-confidential in-
formation.

Until the end of 1942 the Counsellor of the Japanese Legation (Tamm JOtaro)
was officially in oharge of the journalists. When tho neaminister (OY,ATIOTO) arrived
he took them over himself. In the winter of 1V44 press conferences were instituted
at the Legation. They were attended by the Minister, the Counsellor and the service
attachhs or their representatives. The purpose of the meetings was to review the
progress of the war end to obtain from the journalists any information of value.
They werea failure because none of the journalists ever contributed anything.

OUODERA says that he made several unsuccessful efforts to use the journalists.
He offered to allow them to send confidential news to Tokyo by using his secret code,
but they never availed themselves of it. In 1944 when he was looking for new source:3
on the western Allies, he carefully considered:each one of than as a potential inter-
mediary with foreign journalista for intelligence purposes. He decided not to use
any of them, however, because without exception they lacked the personal initiative
and discretion essential to suoh york, If, for example, they heard that one of the
Legation officials had an interesting toonnection, they almost always broke in s tm ob-
tain a story. On one occasion Majer SATO had a promising contact with RIEDEL, the
German Assistant Air Attachh, which was spoiled by NOGO, who was after something
sensational. Again, Counsellor MD& had an opportunity to obtain interesting material
from the renegade Soviet diplomat DMITRIEWXY but lost it because of the interference
of IWO and 'MESHING.

Not until 1945 did =DMA meet a journalist who suited his purposes. Fair
an account of this man and his relationship with =HERA, see SSU memorandum "ENO-
MOTO Momotaro," 7 October 1946, DB A2470

Brief notes on the Japanese news services and their repreeentativea in
Stockholm will be found in APPENDIX C.

B. REIS INICI

1. Appointment and Authority 

The post which Maj. Gem. (then Colonel) Hiroae ONOUCHI took over on his
arrival in Helsinki on 29 September 1940 had formerly come under the authority of. the
Stobiholm Legation and had usually been 000upied by an Assistant Military AttamhA.
it was changed into a full time position when the outbreak of war against Poland and
the 000upation of the Baltic States by the USSR left Finland as the only border state
of the Soviet Union in northern Europe.

OHOUCHI t s predecessor, Col, NISHIMURA, continued to serve as Military Attach&
at Stookholm until relieved by (=HERA in February 1941.

2. Directives

ONOUCHI says that he received no speoial directives from Tokyo Headquarters
beoause he had only one code, the additive of whioh was considered Weak. Orders were
therefore sent more frequently to offices like these in Berlin, Rome and Stookholis,
which had numerous codee and were felt to be more pecure. His general direetives
were as follows:

i. General intelligence on the USSR. This was his chief objective. Priority
was to be given to order of battle, tactic's, forest and street fighting,
the use of tanks and now weapons.

-6..
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GenerakN intelligence covering Finland. Military developments,
war potential, political conditions.

iii. General intelligence covering Germany. Thic was to be concen-
trated on German military activity in Finland and the Beni* area,
with priorities similar to those listed undor

iv. Anglo-American order of battle. (Directives concerned with the
western Allies were received after December 1941.)

v. Anglo-American shipping.

vi. Collaboration on crypto-analysis with the Finnish General
Staff. This vas a highly secret order received from the Cen-
tral Special Intelligence Bureau of the Imperial General Staff,
and coincided with the arrival of Lt. Col. EIROSE Eiiohi. The
Minister himself was not advised of the nature of =OBE's.
mission, and all subsequent details more handled only by EIROSE.
(See below, III 2, - Comaunications)

3. Office and Personnel

In 1940 the Military . Attache i s office and residence were both located at
Parkgarten. Later, in 1948, an office was established at 28 Karewan in a louse
rented fran Col. SOUNUO. In 1944 the residence at Parkgarten was bombed and
MOOG= moved to Grankura, where the bulk of the office* work (including receipt of
meesages) Was carried on, although a small office continued to be maintained in
Helsinki.

Despite the tnpOrtanee and quantity of the intelligence available at Eel-
einki, ONOUCHI's staff was extremely small. Only one officer was assigned to him
permanently as an assistant. Be occasionally received visits from student officers,
but they were on special missions and °quid not be considered as members of his staff.
His oivilisn assistants were Oise inadequate in number.

For a list of personnel of the Offioe of the Military Attache at Helsinki,
see APPEEMII B.

- 7 -
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III. INTELLIGENCE AIDS AND 	 'HODS 

1. Finances

(For supplementary detail see SSU memorandum "Wartime Finances of the
Japanese Military Attach5s at Vtockholm and Helsin)i," 4 October 1916, DB #12320)

A. STOCKHOLM

The funds assigned to the Military Attach6's Office came directly from
Tokyo and were entirely independent of the Legation. ONODERA dealt with the diplo-
matic finance officers only after the Japanese surrender, when he was instructed
to hand over the balance of his reoources to them. His budget was divided into
three categories: office administration, intelligence, and the nurchase of war ma-
terials. The administrative and intelligence funds came from the General Staff; the
purchasing acoount was supplied by the War Ministry and maintained in ONODERA's name
by representatives of the Berlin offices of OKURA, MITSUI, MITSUBISHI and SHWA
Tsusno. These companies'vere commissioned by the Japanese Government to buy war
materials (ball bearings, piano wire, etc.) in Sweden, but they could not obtain
foreign currency in sufficient quantities from the Reichsbank, which released it only
to certain high-ranking diplomats. A portion of this aocount was assigned to Air
Force purchases and was administered by Major SO.

Until August 1941 payments were lame in dollars by the xosohama Specie
Bank in Tokyo through Now York to the Mili;:aryAttach6 1 8 account in the Enr7:i1dn
Dankon in Stockholm. The dollars were then changed into kroner by 050DERA. From
August 1941 to the end of 1942 all fuzdz wore transferred byway of the Y.S.B. Ber-
lin branch. Thereafter, until the end of the war, money from the General Staff
came directly from the Y.S.B. in Tokyo to the Skandinavieka Banken in Stockholm and
that from the War Ministry directly to the Enskilda Banken. The accounts in both
banks were in ONODERA's name.

ONODERA gives the following account of total yearly expenditures fram -
General Staff funds (evaluate B-3):

Administration Intelligence

1941 Kr. 120,000 Kr. 30,000
1942 Kr. 120,000 Kr. 40,000
1943 Kt. 120,000 Kr. 40,000
1944 Kr. 120,000 Xt. 360,000
1946 (till Nov.) Kr. 76,000 Kr. 40,000

The largest item of administrative expense was telegrams, with supplies
next and general administration (including certain payroll disbursements) last.
(In 1942-1944 their annual average was Kr. 76,000, Kr. 25,000 and Kr. 20,000 respec-
tively.) The intelligence fund was used to make direct payment to motet sources,
for the transmission of money to agents abroad, far presents to officials and other
contacts and for entertainment; small sums also went to INOUE for the payment of
publications obtained from clandestine sources.

During the early years of the war MODER& himself was paymaster; after
December 1944 the job was turned over to xicosni. Among the civilians HOMPA, SATO
and INOUE continued to reoeive their salaries from Mitsubishi and Mitsui, as did the
press representatives from their respective neaspapero or services. All civilians
received additional compensation from ONODERA for overtime. SAZAII, a clerk originally
assigned to Stockholm, continued on the payroll even though he moved first to Hel-
sinki and later to HIGUCHI7a office in Berlin. ONODERA put about 10,000 Kroner of
the administrative fund at onouanits disposal each month for the purohase of daily
necessities not available in Helsinki. He also received sums for similar purchases
from his colleagues throughout the belligerent and occupied countries.

- e -
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B. HELSINKI

All funds sent by the Japanese General Staff to the Office of the Military Attache
in Finland were transferred through the Yokohama Spools Bank's Berlin branch. As the
war progressed and the dicappearanne of foreign trade made the acquisition of foreign
currenoios increasingly dif ficult, tho Y.S.B. found it almost impossible to carry
out the necessary converson into Finnish or Swedish currency. Resuining delays in
the arrival of funds frequently made it hard for ONOUCNI to cover his office expenses,
particularly payments for communication services. In 1944 au agreement was finally
reached for the transfers to be effected through a bank in Switzerland (name not
remembered).

There were two office budgets, one for administration and the other for intelligence'.
The latter served a function .3imilar to that of ONODERA in being expended for infor-
mation obtained from secret sources, gifts, entertainment, the salary of one Finnish
private secretary, etc. ONOUCHI says that his average yearly expenditures for such
items outside of exceptional cases was 380,000 Finnish Marks or 38,000 Yen. The ad-
ministrative budget averaged 1,476,000 Marks or 147,600 Yen annually: 24,000 Yen for
o2fice expenses, 3600 for salaries and 120,000 for communications. =ROSE, who took
over the functions of paymaster in 1944, gives the same figures for the administrative
account but estimates intelligence expenses at 20,000 Yen yearly. In making these he
paid money tc ONOGORI on demand in exchange for a receipt, without always knowing to
whom eayment was made. (Evaluation of figures in above paragraph, B-3.)

2. Communications

(For supplementary detail see SSU memoran,lum "Wartime Communication Facilities of
the Japanece Military Attaches at Stockholm and Helsinki," 4 Ootober 1946, DH #1234.)

A. STOCKHOLM

In reporting to Tokyo Headquarters and in communicating with the other Japanese
missions in Europe, ONODERA used ordinary mil, diplomatic couriers, radio and seoret

Befalls the outbreak of the Russo-German war on 22 June 1941, liaison with Tokyo was
made by official Japanese couriers about once a month; they travelled by train, air or
both. Thereafter and until August 1945 there was no regular courier service to and
from Japan, and the few documente which were sent back and forth were carried either
by diplomatic parties who had received visas to cross Russia or by blockade runners
and U-boats.

Courier service within Europe was carried out by Officers from the staffs of the
various Japanese diplomatic missions. OEODERA says that the Stockholm office sent
couriers only to Helsinki and Berlin. It wns rarely necessary for him to dispatch any
of his personnel because everyone in the belligerent or occupied countries wanted to
make trips to Stookholm to buy food and other articles which were rationed or unobtainable
elsewhere. When he did send a pouoh by someone in his own office it was carried by an
officer accompanied by one of the civilians. ONODERA frequently took the pouch to Ber-
lin himself.	 .

He says that the only Japanese military radio station which existed in Europe during
the war was at Budapest, and that hardly ever funotioned. All his radio reports were
sent to Tokyo through Swedish commercial cables. Before June 1941 current material was
sent to the office of the Military Attache in Moscow and forwarded through a Russian
company because of a Russo-Japanese radio contract allowing relatively cheap rates.
Later it was forwarded through Berlin, where a similar arrangement existed with the
Germans. .Urgent dispatches were sent directly from Stockholm. Press material also
went direotly because of a mutual exchange agreement . nviNeen the Swedish and Japanese
news services.

- 9 -
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CNODERA olaimo to hay° no knowledge of the exiotonce	 soto in the offices
of any of 11:s oolleawes in the othor neutral countries of Europa. He himself had not

.bocn equippod with ton7 V Tokyo; ho admits having 'some into possession of two which,
however, he says ho never ur., Ho dosiures that his connection wi11 clandestine WA
work was largely indirect, ;:hrough the Pinnish I.S., the Pole RYBIldWSKI or the Eetonian
MAASING.

B. HELSINKI
•■•■,,

Until june 191 a renlar ocnricr cos to lielsin77i e411 month from Tokyo via Moacow.
After the outbroo or tilo war bet-zwot: Rusoia and Gern:li;ytr 3C.r7i00 was broken off and
couriers wens used only for trips to St)cholm and aorlin. 3-Ince there were no pro-
fessional diplalatio cwriors	 tl:e trips were made by office personnel; URA
was the on mos:: frsnuently sant. ','aucws were conacia:tsily dispatched, aa by the
Stockholm office, via blooln:de runner or submarine, 	 mover those whioh contained
documents cf any value.

After June 1941 telegrams were the only way of transmitting reports to Tokyo. They
were of twO kinds, urgent and routine. Urgent nessasos were sent directly from the
gelsidi General Post Office, which used its oan discretion in routing via Berlin or
Sweden, depending on atmospheric' conditions. This wee the more direct method but it
was very expensive, one word costing 50 Finnish Marks (5 Yen).

Routine messages were dispatched through the Belsinki Post Office to the Military
Atteoha in Berlin. At the beginning of the text the destination of each message was
indioated: "GP stood for the Berlin Military Attache, 4A" for Tokyo only and "GA" for
both Tokyo And Berlin. (These indicators were changed from tine to tine.) This method
was cheaper because of the wireless telegraph rate agreements with Germany, but it had
the disadvantage of taking a long time.

Both radio sad telephone were used to ccemomicate with other Japanese missions in
Europe.

5. Methods Used in the Gathering of Intelligence and the Maintenance of Security

Both ONODERA and ONOUCUI . laid a substantial part of the foundation of their highly
suooeisful intelligence work at Stockholm and Helsinki in their previous assignments
to the' post of Military Attache at Riga, Latvia -- ONODERA in 1936-1938 and ONOUCHI in
1959-1940. Both were adept at exploiting the contacts made by themselves at that time
and by their predecessors earlier. mum was not explicit in the course of his brief
preliminary interrogation on the subject of his techniques as such; the following sum-
mary was given by =HERA.

H4 used two principal methods of obtaining intelligenoe. The first and most suc-
cessful was espionage, his awn specialty. The second was newspaper and publioation
analysis which he left in the hands of his assistants, assigning to each the subjects
for which his technical experience best fitted him.

He prefers to work alone. Be neVer oonfided fully in any of his assistants with
regard to intelligenoe work. When he called on them it vas for isolated Jobs of a
technical nature and he never allowed them to have complete knowledge of his methods.
He refers to himself as a dictator and says that he likes to be the only one giving
orders and to know that all those rho ail, working with him are completely dependent
on him.

a. Positive Intelligence 

ONODERA believes in working with organizations rather than with individuals.
An individual cannot provide information unless related to same sort of organization,

- 10 -
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and a well-established organization 13 the only source iron which a Military Attache
can hope to get a constant flow of reliable information. He says that as a first
step he always established contact with the loading intelligence officers, both
native and foreign, in the country to which ho was accredited. He then studied and
appraised their possibilities and formulated a plan by which ho could best obtain
what they had to offer.

He believes that the relationship in mach a case must be initially based on
collaboration and friendship rather than on money. The more gradually the relationship
is built up the better. His own best sources during the war were men wham he had
known for many years. His second step was, whenever possible, to Sind a way of en-
suring the loyalty of the men he considered valuable by binding them to him through
gratitude for services rendered to their familiee or for prctection in difficult times.
He stresses that he never ceased to plan for the future in thio connection, and cites
as an example his attempts to find young Hungarian scientists whose education he could
finance, thus plaoing them under obligation to Japan. (See SSC memorandum "Possible
Diversion of Funds of the Japanese Military Attache at Stockholm to the Training of
Hungarian & Finnish Students...." - 30 September 1946, DB 7112330

He aays that he got sane of hie best results by working with the General Staffs.
of small countries. They were usually better informed than anyone else with respect
to their powerful neighbors; they had many possibilities for obtaining intelligence
but did not possess the necessary finances. He found that if he was tactful he could
supply them with money and gradually create a situation whereby they were morally o-
bliged to give him information because their debt had beoame so large.

To illustrate his theory he gives the following examples taken from hie ex-
periences during the war. In each case he combined friendship, collaboration or
money in varying degrees to suit the situation.

Estonia: He formed friendships working with Estonian General
Staff officers while Military Attache in Riga fran 1936 to 1938.
At that time he did a great deal to finance their oommon opera-
tions. Later when many of the sane officers were in finanoial
difficulties in Germany he supported their families from Stockholm.
Consequently he received information Stan them throughout the war
even when they were working for other service°. He says that as
the German situatiambecene worse, almost all the best .Estonians
made known their wish to come and work:with him in Stockholm..

ii. Finland: During the first part of the war his collaboration with
he Finns was based on friendship and exchange of information.
Later after their defeat he made than a considerable payment,
not only for what they could offer at the time, but in the hope
that it would bind than to him for. he future.

iii. Poland: This very fruitful relationship had been prepared in
;70TM years by other Japanese officers. ODODERA l s awn work was
entirely dependent on the friendship and protection which he gave
to one man, RIMIKOaSKY. 	 A:

iv. Germany: Friendship and the necessary collaboration between two
allies fighting a war together were the basic elements of his
relationship in this case.

v. Hungary: The limited material obtained fram the Hungarians was given
in official exchanges with the Military Attache.

vi. Sweden: In this case official exchanges vmro faoilitated to same
extent by personal friendships.

For further details of ONO9ERA's relationship with the above serviclea
see below, part TV (Contacts and Sournes).

SECT2117 CONTROL
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b. Counter-Intelligence and Security

The Japanese mission in Stockholm had no joint security system. The Lega-
tion was deplorably lax in this respect and did not institute a might match until
the autumn of 1944. ONODERA solved his awn problem separately; he recalls no
case of penetration of his office.

It was a general rule among the Japanese never to use a foreign pouch, even
that of an ally, for sending classified material. Out of necessity ONODERA onoe
used the Polish pouch in an attempt to send money to the Japanese Dilitary Attache
in Uosoow, a venture which failed because the money was intercepted by the British at
Gibraltar and returned to Stockholm. He also sent an official letter to the Japa-
nese Dilitary Attache in Berlin through IYAtimsR and the Abwehr pouch, but it never
reached its destination despite his repeated protests and WAGNER's promises.

His contact with the Finns was the best method for ensuring the protection
of his codes. The Japanese crypt-analytical station in Budapest also contributed:
HAYASHI, the Dilitary Attache, once warned the Stockholm Legation that on, of its
ciphers had been broken by the British. However, subsequent tests initiated by
Vinister OKAMOTO tended to contradict his statement.

0110DERA l s chief source of counter-espionage information was BASSING, to wham
he went to check all new sources and agents. BASSI/1G had agents in WAGHER's organi-
sation, in the Russian press office and in the British passport control office.
Through them it was possible to find out about and forestall any action which was
being planned against the Japanese. OITODKRA does not know the identity of any of
these men. MASSIDG's contacts in the Swedish police served to warn ONODERA of danger
from that quarter. A check on MASSING himself was provided by OHODERA 1 8 close personal
relationship with many of his former oolleagues on the Estonian General Staff.

HIGOCRI, who worked in liaison at Berlin with the German counter-espionage agency,
was a former pupil of OBODERSI s and kept him informed of German activity and in-
tentions, as did the Manohurian diplomatic representatives in Berlin.

c. Penetration Agents

ONODERA used the Finnish and Baltic organizations for penetration work a-
gainst his principal target, Russia. This was eimply the continuation of work
already begun during his stay in Riga. It was not necessary for him to be connected
with any of the details. As the war developed and he received directives to initiate
intelligence operations against the western Allies, he began extensive preparations
for this York. However, he says that he only succeeded in launching one mission -
against Britain - and that this one was of dubious reliability.

He claims never to have used consciously any double agents. The closest he
came to doing so was in the case of BFLLIZGARDE, agent of the mission just referred
to. 0110DERA realised that he must be working for the British but never openly dis-
closed the suspicion. He says further that he was well aware that many of the Scanda-
navian and Baltic agents with wham he worked were also employed by the Allies, but
in most cases he trusted than and felt that the best way of conserving their loyalty
was to make no attempt to turn auoh activity to his own use. He was, of course,
always careful to check them whenever an important matter was under consideration.

d. Deception Material

OHODERA says that it was very difficult for him to use deception material be-
cause he never received any information frau Tokyo regarding Japanese strategy in
the war. He studied the possibilities of using as channels for this purpose the
journalists whose agencies had exchange agreements with Swedish papers (for instance,
Yomiuri with the Afton-Bladdet, Diehl Nichi with the Svenskadagerblat, and Hamel with
T. T.). However, lack of properly coordinated material made this impossible.

- 12
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MAASING occasionally passed tendentious information through his agonts to the Rus-
sian Legation, but ONODERA was not directly connected with this aspect of MAASING's
aativity.

He was himself the recipient of deception material several times during the
war fran both the Allies and the Germans. In 1941, the latter, in an attempt to
hurry Japan's entry into the war, put on a deliberate campaign to convince Ambassa-
dor OSHIMA in Berlin that they were going to invade Great Britain. OSHINA was taken
to visitthe invading bases and shown troops in training and large quantities of
landing craft. MODEM, on visiting the headquarters of Commanding General FALKEN-
HORST of the German occupation forces in Norway, was told the same story by a Col.
VORONITSKY.

From the British, whose talent he admires in thin respect, ONODERA believes
that he received the following false information:

i. Separate peace rumors. Those came to him through the most varied
sources, including MASSING (who had obtained it form SCHEKL, an
Estonian refugee in Stockholm) and DU/TRIEVSKY, the renegade
Soviet diplomat.

ii. False dates for the Normandy landings. These reports wore in the
form of an attempt to persuade the Japanese and the Germans that
the Allies would be afraid to risk the operation. As soon as the
large-scale bombing attack began, however, it became o .yident that
they were untrue.

Russian entry into the war against Japan. This material was more
cleverly placed than any other. It came to ONODERA through VAGY
of the Hungarian Legation; he had received it from u Hungarian
Jewish refugee banker in Stockholm. It was given out just before
the 1943 Attachd , s meeting in Rome, where it was discussed and re-
ported to Tokyo. ONODERA heard later that it had caused a.great
deal of trouble in the General Staff.

iv. The redeployment of the American 8th Bomber Commend to the Far East
through Russia, and the visit of an American Air Mission to Russian
air bases in Eastern Siberia. Both items came through KRAEMER of the
Abwehr,:but ONODERA believes the original instigator to have been
British. These reports also were taken seriously in Japan because
they were written in great detail. ONODERA always suspected the air
mission report on account of a reference to Suisoewka, near Vladivostok,
where he knew there was no airfield.

- 13 -
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IV. CONTACTS ADD SOURCES

1. Polish

A. 'BACKGROUND

Collaboration between the Polish and Japanese General Staffs dates back to
the Russo-Japanese war and has always been based on a common hatred of Russia. It
began in Europe early in the century between General Baron AKASHI, Military Attache
in Stockholm, and General PILSUDSKI. A further tie was provided by officers who
had been prisoners of nor in Japan and who had been so kindly treated by the Japa-
nese that they formed a club, members of which entertained Japanese officers later
coming to Poland as diplomatic representatives. ONODERA says there were many cases
in which such Japanese lived at the homes'of club members during their stay in
Poland. (He adds that it was formerly a Japanese tradition to treat prisoners well
and that he was profoundly shocked to hoar what had happened du ling World War II).
Active collaboration between the two countries on a militr:y basis began immediately
after the last war, when PILSUDSKI yea president of Poland. ONODERA does not knew
the details of what took place at that time. He says that Major General YAMAWAKI
Masataka and Lt. General FUjITSUKA are well informed in this regard.

Until 1939 the center of Japanese intelligence activity against Russia was
alwayc in the Warsaw Military Attache's office. An arrangement existed whereby
Japanese officers were periodically sent to Poland to study Russian codes with the
Polish General Staff orypto-analytical slction. OHODERA oites the following Japa-
nese officers who were trained according to this agreement: General HYAKUTAXE
Seikichi and General OKUBO Shunjiro in the late 1920's; Col. SAKAI (deceased) and
Col. KUDO in the early 1930 , s; Col. SAKURAI Rebuts, ane Col. FUKAI Riichi in 1935-1936.

The Japanese system of press and document analysis practiced so extensively
dnring the war and its successful use for intelligence purposes were also learned
from the Poles. Col. KORALESKI, later Polish Military Attache in Lisbon, wad an
authority on this system and had visited Japan for the purpose of teaching it; two
or three other Polish officials had similarly instructed members of the Rdantung
Army Intelligence service in Harbin.. In exchange tor such instruction the Japanese
undertook to supply the Pelee with Soviet code intercepts and other intelligence
material obtained in the Far Bast.

As a result of this background of cooperation, when Poland was occupied by
the Germans and the Russians in 1939, and the Polish General Staff forced to take
refuge in London, Col. WINO (head of the Polish T. SO proposed to Col. UEDA (Japa-
nese Military Attache in Warsaw) that the Japanese take over the Polish intelligence
Organizations against Russia and Germany. This offer was officially refused by
Tokyo Headquarters because of the alliance with Germany. However, individual Japa-
nese and Polish officers it Europe continued to work together under cover, and Poles
who had stayed behind on the continent were given Japanese or Manchurian passports
and employed in the Eabassies and Consulates.

Wishing to take every advantage of the possibilities of this collaboration,
Col. GOO in 1940 arranged with Col. UEDA to send a ?olidh intelligence mission to
the Far East for work on intellienoe against the Li!JR, in Japan or at Idantung
Army Headquarters. When most members of this missii,a returned to Europe in 1942 with
the Pollen Military Attache to Tekyo, Col. REWETOW, two (ono a lieutenant named SKORA)
sought iiad obtained permission to remain in the Far East and continue their work
againS. Russia in secret, still in collaboration with the Japanese. The request was
forwarded to Polish Headquarters in London through ONODERA's office. Within a short
time General SIKORSKI, despite the fact that a °tate of war sdated between Poland
and Japan, answered that permission was given in accordance with the long tradition
of collaboratioa between the two countries. Lieutenant SKORA, who OVODERA thinks
lc connected with crypto-analysis, was last heard of in Manchuria.

SECRET CONTROL
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B. 'OHODERA

OUODERA l s own successful and extensive collaboration with the Poles was
centered around the ex-Polish General Staff intelligence offioer RYBIXOWSkI, who
worked with him in his office for three and a half years. When OHODERA arrived
in Stockholm, ho found collaboration between the Japanese and the Poles already
established and functioning. In 1940 Col. HISBRURA, ORODERA l a predecessor, had
agreed with Col. GANG that RYBIKOWSKI (formerly head of the German section and one
of GARO g s beat assistants) should be given a Manchurian passport and a oovor job
in a Japanese Military Attacha's office. At first ho had been assigned to Col.
ONOWICHI t s office in Riga. Later when this was closed as a result of the Russian
invasion of the Baltic countries, he moved to Stockholm. When he arrived in Sweden
there were two other Poles, GIREVITCH and EORAR, working there. They controlled an
espionage group in Copenhagen and the original plan had been for all three to re-
main and work against Germany and Russia. However, GIREVITCH was compromised when
one of hie agents was arrested by the Swedes in Goteburg and he was obliged to
cease his activities, eventually going to England in 1941. RYBITCCAYSKI remained as
the only P.I.S. representative'. In order to secure additional cover he obtained
from Finland, where he had contacts in the Finnish police, a false Russian pass-
port in the name of PIOTRE mum He had previously been using the alieslITCHAI.
LOWSKY.

OHODERAverked with him on the most intimate terms until the spring of
1944 add refers to him as his "Chief of Staff." Although RYBIKOWSKI was employed
in his office, he allowed him absolute independence in his intelligence acitivities
and deliberately remained ignorant of the details or many of his operations. His
two main targets were always Russia and Germany. He never gave COODERA any information.
about the western Allies and OBODERA says that he never asked for any.

• Working in OHODERA's pay and at his Stockholm office, RYBIKOWSEI received
reports from his extensive network of agents situated throughout northeastern Eur-
ope and in the USSR and forwarded them via Japanese diplomatic couriers to Polidh
Headquarters in London. Japanese offices which played a part in this system were
located in Germany, the Baltic countries, Finland and Poland. Early in the war
Berlin was the most active exohange oenter; there, another Pollak I. S. officer
named JAXUBIC0 KUNCEMICE had been given a Japanese passport and worked in the
EMbassy with AttachAs IURA and ISHICA. In Koenigsberg the office of the Japanese
Consul, SUGIURA, was used, and in Riga and later in Helsinki that of GNOCCHI.

A network of Polish agents who reported to RTBIKORSII existed in the cities
or Bialystok (Poland) and Minsk and Smolendk (Russia), the first having long been
a center of Polish intelligence activity against the USSR. Another was under the
protection of the Manchurian Consulate General in Warsaw, which remained open
after the Japanese &ba ggy had closed down and until early in 1942. SVGIBARAis
office in Koenigsberg was the headquarters of agents who were in contact with mem-
bers of the Polish resistance movement at Kaunas, Lithuania.

RYBIKONSKI had two sources in Finland: ZABA, a newspaperman working in
the Polish Legation at Helsinki, who received information from agents in Russia,
and POEM/HEN of the Finnish I. S. (see below). Mere were two Polish agents at
Verve, Estonia, two at Riga, Latvia, and a group in the Ural and Cauoasus regions
of eastern and southern Russia. RYBIKOWSEI was unable to establish communications
with this group from Stockholm and therefore a description of the organization
with a list of the agents' names vas sent to Tokyo. OHODERA oleos not know how this
information was used by the Japanese, but he thinks that liaison with the group met
have been made by the Japanese Military Attach& in Persia or Turkey and that Gen.
ISOMURA (4.A. at Ankara) was probably the one to have responsibility for such
liaison at the time.

In August 1941 when General SIKORSEI's London government sent an official
mission to Moscow for the first time, a Polish I. S. officer accompanied them. He
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was able to send information beak to London whence it vent to OHODERA in Stockho7m
through the Palish dipl-untic pouch. This source produced excellent information
until 1942 when it was compromieed thräu t4h Russian breaking: of Polish codes.

For a summary of the information receivcd by 0110DERA from RYBIKOVSKI see
blow, V., Summary of Lntelligenee Obtained.

C. 0110=11

0110UCRI's connections with the Polish I. S. were always indirect. He con-
firms the facts that a working agreement had long existed between the General Staffs
of the two Gauntries and that Polish officers worked with Japanese military Miailions
in several European capitals, including Buoharost and Ankara as well as Berlin and
Stockholm. At Bucharest a group of several Poles in the Japanese Unitary Attache's
office gathered information on internal conditions in the USSR: food supplies,
industries, communications, etc. They collaborated with Lt. Col. FUJ/TSUKA until the
spring of 1942 and then with Col. SNIHANUKI until the Russian occupation; moms'
heard that some of them were arrested by the Germans and says that Col. HIGUCHI
Fukashi (liaison officer in Berlin with Abt II and III of the Abwehr) knows the de-
tails of the case.

oroucnve first contact with the Poles occurred when he was stationed in
Harbin, on duty with the local Special Service (Tokunu Kikan) unit of the Eaantung
Army. Instruction in document analysis as mentioned above and also in orypto-
analysis was given there under the direction of Consul 1111YATKOffSKI (Japanese spelling),
assisted by one or two Polish officers who had been sent from Warsaw and who worked
under cover as civilian members of the consulate staff. One of these was a document
analysis specialist whose name OITOCCIII remembers as resembling "RIPUTSKI." He adds
that Vitt; was almost surely a cover name, and it is quite possible that it may have
been Col. KONALESII. Another name remembered in this connection is-PATLONICK. The
group worked under General YA/IANOTO and Col. SUZUKI and trained Japanese officers
specially sent frsm Tokyo, among them ISHIZEKI Sakae and 11011URA Saburo.

In Latvia OHOUCHI came into contact with RYBIKOffSKI in connection with
work which was being organized jointly by the Finnish, Polish and Japanese intelli-
gence services. He had met him formerly in Sweden at NISHICUURA's office. He
believes his real name to have been LIBITSKI, though he is not certain of this and
says that in all his aan dealing with him the name IWAllar oas used. At that time
RYBIKONSKI had only Danish and Polish papers and was in need of a passport from
a country not occupied by the Germans. ONOUCHI arranged for him to obtain a Nan-
churian passport through 1RA, Counsellor of the Manchurian Legation in Berlin,
the particulars of which were as follows: name, PIOTRE INANCW; race, Russian; hone
address, Hailer.

RYBIKOWSKI came to Riga shortly before the Russian invasion of the Baltic
States to make contact with a Polish group working for SUGIURA, Japanese Consul
in Kaunas, Lithuania, and to build up a network of Polish agents in Latvia. He suc-
ceeded in setting up an organization whose members were located on the Baltic coast
in Riga,and on the Russian frontier. It was headed by a former painter whose name
OHOUCUI believes was KUBIENIECZ and nhoce headquarters were near the frontier.
His chief agent in Riga was a Polish woman who worked as a laundress. After
RIBIKONSKI returned to Sweden OHOUCHI forwarded reports fran these people and from
SUGIURA to Stockholm. He complains that they were all written in Polish and that
he was in no way rewarded for his trouble. In August 1911 =UCH says that the
liaison became difficult because a Russian agent was assigned to watch his house.

In Riga CROUCH also knew the Polish M. A. Col. BRZESKNINSKI, but the
latter was depressed about his country's defeat and did little intelligence work
before the Russian invasion made it necessary for him to move to Stockholm.

- 16 -
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At the beginning of ONOUCHI's stay in Finland, RYBIKONSK1 came to Hel-
sinki and cooperated mith HOEYWHOT - assistant to PAASONEN, chief of the Finnish
I. S., and a epecialist in espionage - in establishing lines to Estonia and
Latvia. ONOUCHI obtained the results of their work through the office of SAID-
KORPI, one of the leaders of the Finnish cryptoanalysis group. He does not know
the details of this activity. He says that it was still going on in 1943 when
ONODERA, acting on RYBIKORSKI's behalf, asked ONOUCHI to have POEYRONEN send a
liaison man to Stockholm. Later on he found out that POSYHONEN had done so.

In Helsinki he knew of the following members of RYBIKONSKI's organiza-
tion: KAZA (see above); a Pole about 50 years old described as a slippery
character who had fled with the American Minister's party; and an excellent con-
tact in the passport section of the Finnish police. ONCUCHI was in direct contact
with . ZABA, who was introduced to him by RYBIKOWSKI in October 1940. Ue obtained
trait him some information on Finnish politics and internal affairs. ZARA went to
Stockholm shortly after the outbreak of the Russo-German war in June 1941.

ONOUCHI"s other Polish contacts in Helsinki included a refugee named
BERSON, who had been introduced to him by NISHIMURA, and the Polish Military Attache,
Col. LOS. He made repeated attempts to exchange information with the latter but
soon found that he was doing no intelligence work. (LOS later moved to Stockholm
where he worked for the Polish I. 5. against Germany.) He also wanted to meet the
Polish Minister, said by NISHIMURA to be exceptionally well informed about Russia,
but this men left for Sweden before he could do so. BENSON, who had lived in Mos-
cow, merely gave ONOUCHI some superficial information on Russia.

- 17 -
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2. Finnish and Baltic

a. Finnish

A. BACKGROUND

There had been extensive contacts and exchanges between the Finnish and
Japanese intellirence seryioes before OHOUCNI arrived in Helsinki or ONODERA in
Stockholm. Their collaboration, as in the case of the Polish-Japanene relationship,
had originated in the days of the Russo-Japanese War and had always focused on work
against the USSR: it had been given an historical foundation in theories of racial
kinship. Beoause of the relative inactivity of the Finnish I. S. before 1954, how-
ever, it had remained largely superficial until in that year Col. TERADA was ap?ointed
the first Japanese Military Attach* to Helsinki. He and his successor Col. KATO laid
the groundwork fer the more intimate collaboration which began with the arrival of
Col. NISHIMURA in 1938.

Relationship between the two services wee on a strictly military basis and
was kept secret; according to mourn', none of the Finnish political leaders or even
President RYTTI knew about it. Work was carried out on an exchange basis. The Finns
gave the Japanese instruction in crypto-analysis and access to all types of intelli-
gence on the USSR, and the Japanese gave money (through payments made to the Finnish
Military Attache in Tokyo) and a certain amount of Soviet intelligence and intercept
material obtained in Asia.

In 1939 and 1940, as a result of the Soviet threat to the high secrecy of
activities being carried on in Finland, the center of espionage and sabotage collabora-
tion between the Finns and the Japanese moved to NISHIEURA's office in Stockholm. At
the end of the Russo-Finnish war in March 1940 it returned to Beleinki. At this
time, the Poles too collaborating. RYBIKONIKI went to Riga (see above).

•	 During the same period, as a result of negotiations initiated by NISHIMURA,
the Kwantung Army requested of the Finnish General Staff that two Finnish officers
be sent to the Far East to teach methods of winter warfare. The Finns agreed and
sent Col. KAILA, an outstanding specialist on the subject who had commanded the 4th
Division on the Mannerheim Line during the war, and an assistant, Major REIN, an
artillery officer. They traveled through the United States and arrived in Japan in
November 1940. In Manchuria they worked w:th Col. KOMI Etsuo (chief of the
Krantung Army's Intelligence Section) and Col. KATO Voshihide. They were prevented
from returning by the outbreak of war between the USSR and Germany, and remained in
Japan as military attache. According to OHOUCHI, they were still (at the time of
his interrogation) in Tokyo, where he had last seen than on the street in July 1945.

In studying the Russo-Finnish war and in conversations with the Finnish Mar
Minister, NISHIMURA discovered that perhaps the most important cause of the Finnish
successes against the Soviet amiss had been the crypto-analytical service under Col.
HALLAMAA. It had succeeded in breaking the codes used in Soviet combat communications
so rapidly that it could communicate Soviet orders to Finnish unit commanders before
they reached their destination in the Soviet lines. NISHIMURA determined to acquire
this valuable weapon for the Japanese services. Be consulted with HALIAMAA and worked
out an arrangement whereby a specially designated Japanese officer would be assigned
to the Finnish crypto-analytioal section for the purpose of learning their methods.
The Japanese paid for this privilege with money of which the Finns were sorely in
need as a result of the war, and with Russian cipher material 	 five digit -- ob-
tained in the Par East and forwarded by Tokyo.

The appointment to NISHIMURA's office in 1940 of Col. HORIUCHI and a naval
officer whose name OFODERA cannot recall was the immediate result of this agreement.
HORIUCHI, who had had no previous training in such matters, proved unequal to the
task and was replaced in 1941 by Col. HIROSE Eichi, a trained specialist who re-
mained until the closing of ONOUCHI's office in 1944.

- 18 -
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B. OHOCCHI

NISNINCRA l s assistant, NINGHIYA, introduced GNOCCHI to Finnish General Staff
circles. His work with the General Staff began at Once and continued without in-
terruption throughout his period of duty (Sept. 1940 - Sept. 1944). Ho made the
following trips and inspections in connection with it:

1. February 1941.
Inspection Of the Suamusalmi battle fields
for the study of winter warfare.

2. September 1941.
Inspection of the front in the Hennas sector.

3. November 1941.
Inspection of the front in Karelia- HIROSE
replaced MUM on this trip.

4. April 1942.
Inspection of the central Karelian front.

5. April (9) 1942.
Visit to plane factory at Tanmerbors.

6. June 1942.
Visit to Finnish General Staff Headquarters
at Nikieli. Inspection of the underground
installations of the General Headquarters.

7. November 1943.
Inspection of fortifications, tour of nor-
thern Finland as far as Rokniemi.

8. February 1944.
Accompaniment of Japanese mllitary,. air and
naval mission headed by Col. KOTANI to
inspect German Air Force winter installa-
tions in northern Finland.

9. July 1944;
Accompaniment of Japanese Doctor KOHDRI of the
Berlin EMbisay to inspect an army hospital in
central Finland.

10. July 1944.
Visit to Finnish General Headquarters at Hikkeli.

11. Juby 1944.
Visit to Hango.

In February 1944 a Finnish-Japanese intelligence conference was held in
Helsinki. The Japanese were represented by GNOCCHI, MRCS% and Col. ISHIZUKA, a
technical intelligence specialist sent from the Berlin Embassy. The following
Finns attended: Col. PAASMIIII, chief of Department II; Col. SOMERTO, chief of the
positive intelligence section; Col. KOEKKONEN, his assistant; Major RANTANEN, air
specialist of the estimates section; and Capt. SALOKORPI of the espionage section.
They discussed Russian military developments, industry, and war production capacity.
ISHIZUKA brought with him German technical reports from Berlin. The conference
concluded that the defeat of Germany was inevitable.

Department II of the Finnish General Staff was located in Helsinki at the
time of ONOCCRI's arrival. When the General Staff moved to Nikkeli in June 1941,
the operational section of Department II went with it but the offices with which
GNOCCHI was in contact left representatives in Helsinki. His account of the aver-all
organization is as follows:.

Department II: Chief, Gen, HELANDER;
Asistant, Col. ENNEL.

- 19 -
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Positive intelligenoe Sootiong
Chief, Col, POEYHOUEH.

Ectimates Section: Chief, Col. KOEKKOHEU.
Crypto-Analysis and Monitoring Section:

Chief, Col. HALLAMAA;
Assistant, Capt. PALE.

Espionage and Sabotage Section:
Chiefs, Lt. Col. SANTAVUORI and
Capt. SALOKORPI;
Assistant, Lt. RUUELA.

Counter Intelligence Soction:
Chief, Col. WALDEU;
Assistant, RAUTSUO.

Liaison Section:
Chief, Col. ROSENHRECER;
Assistant, Col. SLOEOR

In July 1941 HIMANDER was succeeded by Col. PAASCNEN (whom ONOUCHI did not
meet until 1944), a confidant of MANUERREIM and President HMI, whose family lived
in the latter's offioial residenoe. PAASOUEU was half Hungarian, married to a
Hungarian, and a graduate of Saint Cyr. He did not get on well with POEYHONEH and
in 1942 replaced him with Col. SOMERTO, who had been Finnish Military Attache! at
Moscow in 1939. SOMERTO in turn was succeeded by Col. KOEKKONEN in June 1944.

POET:HONEY was OUOCCHI's closest contact in the Finnish General Staff. Be
was a specialist in training and dispatching espionage and sabotage agents against
Russia. He spoke the language well, had studied the subject for many years and
was much looked up to in Finnish military circles. MUCH' describes him as a
daring, positive worker with great ability for gathering intelligence and only one
week point - in evaluation -Which is said to have caused his downfall with PAASONEF.

They exchanged information and worked together in planning operations.
POEYHONEN o s headquarters were divided between Helsinki and Dikkeli. ONOUCHI never
visited the latter place but was in regular contact with the Helsinki office. For
a time this was under the direction of Lt. Col. SANTAVUORI; ONOUCHI's contacts,
however, were either with POEYHOUEN himself or with Capt. SALOKORPI and his assis-
tant, Lt. RUNELA (who worked on Soviet radio activities). SALOKORPI was a specialist
in espionage and in charge of the fabrication of false papers. When POEYHOMEN was
transferred, SALOKORPI handled all of ONOUCIII's contacts with Department II. (For
a description of the material received by mu= from POEYHOWEN and his section,
see below, V., Summary of Intelligence Obtained.)

Apart from the Finnish General Staff, ONOUCHI had a personal source of in-
telligence and several official contacts among the Finns at Helsinki. The intelli-
gence source was a lawyer named SHUMAN (Japanese spelling), who had been employed
for several years at the Japanese Legation until he was dismissed by Minister SAKAYA.
He Supplied OPOIMMII with reports on internal conditions in Finland and received from
him a monthly salary of 3000 Finnish Marks (300 Yen), increased in 1943 to 5000 Marks.

The other contacts were with the following Finnish officials, who ONOUCHI
claims were in no way connected with intelligence and from whom he says he never
Obtained information:

HAKKARLIREU - Section Chief in the Foreign Office who was in charge
of liaison with Japanese diplomats.

NISSOMIT	 - An employee of the Foreign Office from wham GNOCCHI
received official invitations, visas, ration coupons, etc.

Dr. RAMSTEAD (probable spelling; Japanese version is RAMUSUTEDDO) - A
former Fiord& minister to Japan, and language professor
in the Finnish university.
He was president of the Japanese-Finnish Society, honorary
president of which was the Japanese minister. While
ONOCCHI was in Helsinki this society held one staff meeting
a year; other meetings were cancelled because of the war.
He knows nothing of its membership, no list of which had
been published since 1939.
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OUOUCNI obtained co,ne information about Finnish politi..al developments and
internal conditions Tram the Japanese minister, whose source woe an ex-member of
the Foreign Office named LLUTKARI, then on the staff of the Finnish newspaper
Kaupulahlti (Japanese spelling). This information waz particularly interesting
in February 1944 durini; the period which preceded the peace ncEotiations, and
again in August of the name year with recard '6r, the peace terms.

C. IIIROSE

A valuable General Staff contact and working arrang.nent with which OUOUCUI
was not directly associated was maintained for three years by his subordinate,
Assistant Military Attach3 IIIR0S13 Eiichi, who until tho beginning of 1944 had
other duties in the Military Attachb l s office thar to write reports on crypto-
analysis for Tokyo Headquarters. HIROGE was sent to Finland specifically to cooperate
with the Crypto-analysis Section of Department II, a mission considered as highly
secret and personal. Not even the Japanese Minister to Finland was aware that he
was anything more than a routine Ass't M.A. For administrative purposes he wae
attached to the Japanese War Ministry, but his directives were communicated to him
personally from the Central SpecialIntelligence Section. Except for matters of
Office routine he was ettirely independent of ONOUCRI.

Immediately after his arrival in Finland in the spring of 1941 HIROSE was
taken to Grankura, a naval monitoring and crypto-analysis station located about
40 kilometers west of Helsinki. It was ccmmanded by Capt. POKARINEN with a staff
of about 100. This station concentrated on interception and deciphering of Soviet'
messages-originating in the Baltic area, particularly those fram the main Soviet
naval base.

At the beginning of July HIROSE was taken to General Staff Headquarters
at Mikkeli and introduced to Col. RALLAMAA, who took him to the Army crypto-analysis
center at Savonlinna. There he met the Finnish officers who were to direct and
assist him in his study of Soviet codes: Lt. (later Capt.) PALE, next to RALLAHAA
the best Finnish crypto-analyst, who worked on the codes of all nations but whm was
handicapped by a lack of knowledge of Russian; Capt. PARKO, another crypto-analyst;
BOGOJABLENSKI, a White Russian refugee who had taken Finnish nationality. RIROSE
is not sure who commanded the Savonlinna center but says that it came directly under
the authority of FLALLAMAA in Hikkeli; it too had a staff of about 100. -

In December 1941 the Grankura and Savonlinna stations were amalgamated and
their personnel and equipment transferred to Soldavala on the shore of Lake Ladoga.
Capt. PARK() was 'jut in owl/mend of the new center and PALE became chief of the cryptc-
analysis services. HIROSE says that the total staff was about 500 men, including
200 signal operators. This l'caber included several Russian refugees whose knowledge
of the language was of considerable assistance to the Finns.

Except for periods of report-writing at the M.A.'s office in Helsinki, H1ROSE
spent all his time at Soldavala until early in 1944 when he was told by the Finns
that, as a result of an order by HANNERRED.1 which applied to all foreigners, he was
no longer authorized to go there. He thinks that the real reason for breaking
off cooperation may have been that the Japanese were not supplying enough material
to the Finns. The development of the war at that stage may also have been a contri-
buting factor, since contacts between the Finns and the Soviets for the purpose of
arranging a separate peace had already begun. (For comments on the results of
MIROSE's collaboration in crypto-analysis, see below, V., Sunmary of Intelligence
Obtained.)

While on duty in Finland BIROSE made a number of trips to other European
countries. He went to Stockholm three or four times a year to buy living necessi-
ties pot available in Helsinki, and about once a year traveled to Berlin with
occasional side trips to places with which he vas unfamiliar:

1941 - Berlin for health reasons.
1942, Februavy - Berlin; Budapest for a conference with orypto-

analyst SAKURAI.
1942, September - the StalinErad front with a delegation of

Japanese military engineers. Re says that he
was on leave at this ttse mad wont a:ong out
of curiosity.

1943, Octobr • Rorlin, Budapest (where he ozal!, (kr,	 kkl),
Sophia and Bucharest,

- U,rlin tn observe flne,itiono in Gorel,ev e5'tex the
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opening of the second front.

In July 1043 an assietant was unexpectedly assigned to him 1'r-A Budapeutt
HAGATA Kozaamon, civilian graduate of the Foreign Office Language Sc,lcol who had
been working under SAKURAI. HAGATA was trained in the Russian language but did
not speak it. HIROSE says that ho was not able to be of muOli assistance in cryoto-
analytical work because of inexperience due to a long period of inactivity in
Budapest.

D, OUODERA

As Military Attaohe in Riga (1936-1938) ONODERA had been in touch with the
Finnish I. S. and had come to know both PAASOMMT and laturatk. Inasmuch as all the
countries in the Baltic area were associated in obtaining information about their
powerful eastern neighbor, the F.I.S. had been snare of ONODERA's already existing
relationship with the Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian General Staffs (see below).
During the early part of his stay in Stockholm he had no direct rela" nship with
the Finnish service -- that being within the province of ONOUCTII 	 1a6	 PAASONER
and BAJZAMAA made it apparent that they did not watt to lose their personal contact
with him and he oontinued to keep in touch with them through Capt. WILLMAN, the Fin-
nish Naval Attache at Stockholm.

Besides receiving general reports on the situation at the Russo-Finnish front
from ONOUCHI, who sent them regularly and who also visited Sweden about fifteen tines
during the war, 0/TODERA kept abreast of the Finns by working with WILLMAN and with
Col. STEPPER, the Military Attache. STEPPER was one of his most productive sources .
during the first part of the war; he was a personal friend of the Cronin Prince and
had excellent oontaots with Swedish officers in the General Staff. Among these was
Major PETERSEN of the Espionage Section; ORODERA believes that he had STBWEN worked
closely together until near the end of the war when tine-, quarrelled and STEPPER began
speaking against him.	 STEM disliked the Ger-
mans and avoided the Military attache VON UTIMUMM6 but he was always friendly to
the Japanese. He VAS unpopular with many of his compatriots; HALLAM& distrusted
him and warned OTTODERA against him.

ONODERA got intelligence fram him (see below, V., Summary of Intelligence
Obtained) by exchange and by purchase. Re says that he was astonished when the
official representative of Finland asked to be paid for this information. He says
that STEWED received 1000 Kroner for a report on three or four occasions. OHODERA
also gave him Russian material and general estimates on the progress of the war.
STEWEN .wrote his reports in Swedieh, the only foreign language which he spoke fluently.

Although the information which WILLNAN supplied was less extensive, ONODERA
regarded him as more intelligent and honorable than STiotr. 12.9 chief source was
the Finnish General Staff; he probably also had good personal sourc:s in Sweden. Al-
though he was in touch withiii 	 crioan cf:ioinlo ha nol-c:- 	 WOLTZ& nr.y
information concerning the western Allies. To Oil ODERA!s knowledge he did not work
with CELLARIUS (see below) or any other German I. S. representative.

ONODERA was also in touch with Capt. HORTIGREN, WILU TAN's predecessor as Naval
Attache; they exchanged same information. ONODERA believes that HOR/BMIER had, in one
of the three Baltic countries, a source of information on Soviet naval activity which

In August 1944 ONODERA heard from his Finnish friends of the imminent
peace between their country and the USSR. He immediately made contact with
PAASO/TET and HALLAITAA throughlYILLITAN and undertook to do what he could to protect
and help the Finnish services. About tat time a group of more than a thousand
Finnish intelligence operators 	 including a special service parachute battalion
of 400 men	 seoretly came over the frontier into Sweden, bringing with them their
radio equipment and their archives. This undertaking was given the active support
of the Swedish Army, which assigned Major PETERSEN to carry out the details. The
Finnish group continued its former activities, setAng up a crypto-analytical sec-
tion near Stockholm and operating three or four monitoring stations in northern
Sweden. It was in direct communication with the FinniCh resistance movement.
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ONODERA Gaya that in spite of what vac done for thee ?innish exiles by the
Swedes, they ware desperately in need of money and were not even able to apply
for help to their traditional friends, the In:cricanc. Accordingly, his efforts
in their behe1f took the form of financing them to tho extent of about 250,000
- 300,000 Kroner -- his entire funds including War linistrylsoney. which ho
later had to replace. lie had promised more and had received an additional
150,000 Kroner from Tokyo for this special purpose when the war ended bef::re ho
oould delivor it to than. He says that, although the information which he
received at the time was in no ray commensurate with the mnount expended, he
considered it an excellent investment for tte future from the Japanese point
of view.

=DEKA received intelligence from the Finns in two ways, through per-
sonal contacts and	 written reports. liAILATIAA and PALSONEN both visited him
separately on two occasions. They brought him no particular item of information
but came to discuss the progress of the mar in general, the situation of the
Finnish refugee group in Sweden and the development of their mutual collabora-
tion. When they were both abpent free Stockholm, PALE was their representative
and carried out their instructions: Bowes BALLA/18Po most outstanding'arypto-
pnrOyst.end at the sane time the guardian and arohivist of the files and equipment
which the ranges group had brought with them. C.:,:. =7:7=TT nl:o orme wit!'
reports from Finland three or four times. Be had been Fin:11VA Military Attachb
in Moscow and was, with SALOXORPI, in Charge of HALLAMAA'S agents behind the
Russian-lines. KalieWS, a LecZwianr.o cc	 fcry7te-analyst (considered
second only to PALE) who had worked in Berlin before joining the BALIAMAA group,
was also in touch with ONODERA and MAASIUG (aee below). 	 •

OvIr a period of about ten months written reports were delivered to
ONODERA weekly, usually on Bondays, 	 WILIZtall or by Mrs. malcunn, an employee
of the Finnish Legation. The information oontained in these reports (see below.
V, Summary of Intelligence Obtained) reached Stockholm in three different whys:

a. By radio. The Finnish Legation had a w/r set which was in
touch with Finland. (0110DMA believes that this was operated
with the knowledge and tacit consent of the Swedes). In this
case the re?orts were usually written up by ITILLNAlT, PALE, or
KOEKKOINU! in Stockholm.

b. By the Finnish diplomatic oourier.

c. By clandestine frontier orossers. This method was used
mostly in 1946. ONODERA believes that they were secretly
assisted by the Swedes (probably Major PTITEME1)„ but he
knows no further details.

ONODERA also had a Finnish source which was in noway oonneoted with his
relationship to the General Staff, a former pone ., officer named mums who
had collaborated with the German CELLARIUS during the first part of the war and
who came to Stockholm as a refugee late in 1944. MODER& employed him as a
general informant for counter-espionage purposes. rmunnam supplied American
publications, acted as intermediary between ONODMRA and prospective agents and,
since he was working simultaneously for BORN and SAIZINGER of the German I. S.,
gave the latest information on German activities. MODER& paid him a total of
about 10,000 Kroner for his work. •

b. Baltic

A. ONODERA

Of all ONODERA's sources at Stockholm, the best came from Estonia and
the other two Baltic republics. His contacts with than had been founded on his
collaboration with intelligence officers of the Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian
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General S.:affs in 1936-1938 when he was	 Attache in Riga. During those
years he tad formed personal friendships with several of the officers and
worked very closely with them in obtaining intelligenee on the USSR. Acting
in the name of the Japanese General Staff, ho had succeeded in raking an agree-
ment with CoL. musinG, Chief of Department r Qf the Estonian General Staff,
to sot up a joint Ja;mneee-Estonian organizaion through which Estonian agents
recruited by the E.I.S. were briefed by the J ,..pnese Military Atteehb, returned
to the E.I.S. for further training and then sznt into Russia. Resulting in-
telligenee was to be shared by both countries,

In 1938, as pert of this system, OUODERA supplied the E.I.S. with 16,000
Marks fie: the purchase of a speed boat to be need on Lake PEIPUS for taking
operatives to and from Russia. lie says that one of the agents of the joint
organization was an Estonian officer on the Soviet General Staff who provided
excellent information until the end of 1939, first from Moscow and later from
Khabarovsk. Another was dispatched to Manchuria and was supposed eventually
to report to Japan; however, he failed in his mission.

Two of ONODERA's closest collaborators in this undertaldne, were Major.
=TUN nn.4.	 SAARSPM. The former, in charge of the Estonian !service's two
training centers for agents, ran an espionage net inside 'Aussie., u mewhere
of which were Estonians located in the following places: Leningrad (a email
group the ohief of Which was a doctor); Moscow; the Volga region (among the
Estonian colonies); and eastern Siberia. 'idle later, uno lcter .:ceeeded
MAASIUG as head of the E.I.S., also had sources in Russia.

ONODERA was recalled before he rae able, himself, to witness the full
results obtained from this or;anization. forever, he says that it was so suc-
cessful that whereas his eredeoessor, Col. T. GUM, had sent forty cabled re-
ports to Tokyo and ONODERA two hundred, his successor Col. T. TAXATSUKI sent
three hundred in a shorter tine than either of them. ONODERA was highly com-
plimented on this fact when he returned to Tokyo.

A similar joint arrangement was made by OUODERA with Col. KUM, ohief
of Department II of the Latvian General Staff, who had an espionage training
school located at DunabrUCk (Daugavpile) and a small organization which operated
in Ostrov, Pskov, and the neighboring frontier region. His assistant was Lt.
go.. PETERSON, succeeded by Lt. Col. HERNIAS. Afterthe Russians oocupied Latvia
in 1940 they discovered this organization and ZERMLIS oammitted suicide. PETER-
SON fled to Germany, where,he fought through the war as an officer in the German
army not connected with the Abwehr or the S.D. SIMS took refuge in Stockholm.

BIRZINS, Latvian Minister of the Interior and Chief of the "Lateian Volun-
teer Corps", also worked with ONODERA, who says that he is unusually intelligent
and well informed on Russian matters. After the invasIt on be went first to Fin-
land and then to Stockholm. There he came into contact with OHODERA's predeoesser,
Col. NISHIMURA, who intreduCed him to YAMAMOTO of the Berlin Embassy as a man
who could be valuable to the Abwshr in work against Russia. However, the Germans
were against MMUS because his volunteer corps had opposed the German inspired
Latvian National Socialist movement, and he was finally arrested by the S.S. In
spite of efforts made to secure his release, he disappeared. ONODERA says in
this connection that the intermediary most frequently used by the Japanese in
Berlin for obtaining special favors from the S.S. was Frau'Von ROSENSTEIN, wife
of a Latvian General who had bzen captured by the Russians.

During the war the Estonian and Latvian General Staffs were disbanded and
the officers wham ONODERA had known became scattered, either living as refugees
in Sweden or working for the Finnn and the Germans. However, he managed to keep
in touch with them for collaboration whenever they were in a position to be use-
ful to him. If their families were in financial difficulties he helped than with
funds and other necessities which could be obtained more easily in Sweden than
elsewhere. By this means he strengthened the friendships which he had already
formed and obtained some of his most interesting information from quarters which

other Japanese observers in Europe were unable to tench,
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C1JODE16.'s closest and best collaborator ran Col. MALASIFG. A former
officer in the Czarist armies who had graduated from the MINS1Military Aca-
demy and fought in World War I as a captain, MAASING vas chief of the Estonian
I.S. during the period of ONODERA's service in Riga. Shortly before the
Soviet invasion he moved to Stockholm where, as Estonian Military Attache', he
continued to direct Estonian espionage against tho USSR. In 1941 he joined
the Germans, working with CELLARIUS in "Gruppe E" and with other Abwehr sections
on the Eastern front. Throughout this period he always reported to ONODERA
through ONOUCHI and the Japanese diplomatic pouch. In April 1942, at ONODERA's
suggestion, he broke contact with the Germans and Finns and returned to Stock-
holm ostensibly as a civilian but actually to became ONODERA's chief independent
collaborator (in contrast with RIDIKOWSKI, who worked as an employee within
the Japanese Military Attache organization).

ONODERA, who had helped MASING's family while he was absent in Finland
and Germany, gave him a monthly salary of between 1,000 and 1,500 Kroner and
also occasional presents. From Stockholm he continued to direct his espionage
organization against the Soviet Union, using agents located in Estonia, Latvia,
Leningrad and Moscow. They were mostly Estonians from all walks of life and
included Communist Party members. Among them were some of his former colleagues
of the ik.:;.14z.:1	 C.t:2: 7:1:o hzd been captured and taken to Russia, like
Col. TOMBERG of the Estonian Air Force, wham the Soviets out to work teaching
in a military academy. OPODERA implies that TOMBERG gave excellent information.
e2it7rn1 RATITA, former Estonian Chief of Staff, and General UDEPS, Chief of
Operations, were in similar situations. MAASING told OHODBRA. that moct of the
senior Estonian officers had been given such assignments by the Soviets. He
communicated with this organization by means of agents among the crews of
Soviet ships.

Although he was anti-German, MAASING had a number of sources within
Germany. Re was a friend of Admiral CANARIS, who held him in high regard.
ONODERA says that in 1944, shortly before CANARIS fell into disgrace, he wrote
"AASING a letter in which he described the position of Germany as being des-
perate and proposed that steps be taken immediately to create an organization
for the future. MAASING's chief source in Germany was the Estonian Col. JACOB-
SEN, who was able to furnish good information because of his special position in
the Abwehr. General SA1DRA of the S.S. was also an informant. Another was Col.
GROSD TAN, an Estonian who had attended the Rode de Guerra in Paris and was
active during the war in Upsala and in Germany.

MAASING had excellent connections among officers of the Swedish army
because, in the pre-war days when he was chief of the E.I.S., the Swedish
General Staff had sent some of their officers to study under him. Col. JUHLIN-
DA/WELD recently appointed Chief 'of the Swedish I.S. and former Military Attaché
in Berlin, and Col. KAMPF, also of the S.I.S., were among his former pupils.
General JUNG was a friend of MAASING, who was also very close to Major PETERSEN.
ONODERA believes that in addition he had valuable contacts within the Swedish
crypto-analytical section, probably among Finns who had transferred from RALIAILLA's
service. He was in close touoh with the Swedish State Police, which he had been
instrumental in organizing before the war. This organization functions under
the Ministry of the Interior and is responsible for civil counter espionage.
MAASING's contact was with PALMGREN (?), one of its directors.

Among the Finns, MAASING's best friend was General 'ELAND. HALLAMAA
was hostile to MEIAITDEN because the latter had "deserted" the alliance of Baltis
nations in 1942 at a crucial moment. Later this fact was forgotten and at the
end of 1945 they were working together again.

MAASIAG also 'Aad a number of sources among the western Allies. The best
was GARNIr'), the Fmach (Gaullist) Assistant Military Attaché. Since GARNIER
was inexperienced and did not have sufficient funds to pay NAAS= for intelli-
genc received, he cupplied information on his own country. ONODERA describes
him al stupid and says that he was well aware of NAASING's connection with the
Japaneau, even trying to use him to obtain ONOCERA's help in getting from KRAEMER
the names of Frenoh agents in German employ. ONODERA of course refused. MAASING's
other al_ed contacts were the American Consul, CARLSON (ONODERA distinguishes
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between Consul CARLSOH and an American intelligence operative of the came name)
and the Englishnen ECKEBBING (?) and CHESHIRE. (Fcr a description of the

material which OHODERA received from NAASIN(, see below, V, Summary of Intell-
igence Obtained.)

Another close friend of OHODERA from the Rica days was Col. JACOBSEN,
described as a very clever man who was interested above all in politics and
diplomatic intrigue. Aff:x the Soviet invasion he fled to Germany. Being a
friend of CANARIS, he was taken into the Abwohr and used for special missions
in the Baltic countries and occupied Russia. He was in touch with MAASING, but
independently of that fact he sent ONODERA occasional reports on the political
situation in Germany. When MARIS was disgraced, JACOBSEN was left jobless in
Berlin and ONODERA helped him and his family with money and supplies from Stockholm.

He had excellent contacts in Sweden. ONODERA believes that he was res-
ponsible for the original contact between CANARIS and Col. ALDERREUTZ, the head
of the Swedish I.S. He was also a close friend of JUITLIN-DANNFELD, who for-
warded his letters to OHODERA through the SWodish diplomatic pouch. At the end
of the war he was interned in FLENSBURG. He had gone there in an attempt to
reach	 rt411 )-n A. r ...Ine assets. Ho had formerly boen a wealthy
man, but his property in Estonia had been confiscated an his belouging,a in
Berlin destroyed by bombing.

ONODERA l a renaming contacts mnong the Estonians 	  C01, SAAPBEn,
Maj. KRISTIAN and Alexei de BELLEGARDE. TAAASIEG i a successor as head of the
Estonian I.S., SAARSEN is described by 0110Dr.a as his most intimate Estonian
friend. He worked for the Germans throughout the war, though not always at their
bidding, and kept in touch with ONODERA. He had excellent contacts with the Poles.

KRISTIAN (see also below, B.) wham ONODERA has known for ten years, was
largely responsible through his ability to handle espionage agents for the suc-
cess of the joint Japanese-Estonian penetration, of the USSR which was organized
before the war. After serving as Estonian Military Attache in Finland in 1940-
1941 and later working for the Abwehr, he came to Stockholm in 1944 and offered
to work for OPODERA. The latter gave him a year's living expenses out of grati-
tude for his former services but says that KRISTIAN had changed markedly over the
years and was no longer trustworthy; therefore, the offer was refused. ONODERA
states emphatically that he did not receive any intelligence fram KRISTIAN at
this time or at any other time during the war.

BELLEGARDE was an exception among ONODERA's Estonian sources because he
was not conneeted with the General Staff, and ONODERA had not known him before
the war. They first met in August 1042 at ONODERA's Stockholm office to which
BELLEGARDE came from Germany with a card of introduotion from JACOBSEN, whom
OPODERA had previously asked for sources on England and America. .BELLEGARDE
continued to work in and out of Germany for the Abrehr, meanwhile visiting
Sweden from time to time and reporting to OHODERA on German activities. Early
in 1944 he moved his household from Berlin to Stockholm. Planning to go to
England, he proposed to ONODERA that he aot there as an agent for the Japanese.
ONODERA says that in spite of the fact that he was distrustful of BELLEGARDE
he agreed to the proposal because he had no direct contact in Great Britain and
the risk from-his standpoint was not groat. BELLEGARDE left in September 1944
and frau then until the end of the war reported regularly, even arranging to
have the New York Times overseas edition sent to 0110DERA once a week. (See
below,. V, Summary -61-1-itellicence Obtained.)

B. °MUCH'

While ONOUCHI was stationed in Riga (1939-1040) he oarried on the es-
pionage operations initiated jointly by his predecessors, ONODERA and TAKATSUKI,
with Col. HAASIilG, head of Department /I of the Estonian General Staff.

His chief collaborator was Major KRISTIAN, who ran a training center near
Tallinn and directed all recruiting, training, and dispatching of agents. Just
before the Soviet invasion KRISTIAN went to Helsinki as Estonian Military At-
tachb and began to work with the CELLARIUS Abwehr organization. In August 1940,
because of Russian threats, he moved to Stockholm and then to Berlin where he
spent six marthc working in Abt II and III of the Abvehr. After June 1941 he
returned to Finland to run an espionage and sabotsge training center for Es-
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tonirms about 30 kilometers from Helsinki, an6 resumed his contacts with
ON0g CLI and CELLARXUS, At Riga 070UCUI received intolligeroo obtained from
the activity of E.I.S. agents in Russia, In his reports to Tokyo this vas
referred to as "KO" ("A") typo intelligence. In return he gave exchange ma-
terial supplied by Tokyo and collaborated in the b.Aefing of agents. Ho
also paid the equivalent of 500 Yen monthly to tho Estonian General Staff
through KRISTIAH -- at first in pounds cterling and later in dollars. Shortly
before his departure for Helsinki in September 1940 he supplied the last in-
stallment of funds for the purchase of a metcr boat bought in separate parts
by the Japanese Hilitary Attaché's office in Berlin and chipped bo Estonia by
oourier. This was the boat used for the transfer af agents across Lake Peipus.
GNOCCHI later heard that it was employed throughout the Soviet occupation and
later when the •ermans entered the country in July 1941.

At Helsinki OHOCCHI lost direct contact with the Estonian Generel Staff,
whose officers were scattered throuth Germany and the Scandanavian countries.
However, he kept in touch with KRISTIAC and bought from him reports on the
USSR for 5000 Finnish Harks apiece. =CCM had another Estonian contact in
Admiral PITTKA, who sold bin reports on political conditions in Estonia under
the Soviet occupation.

In the case of the Latvian General Staff OCOUCnI agaiu ialhei .;:a. at
Riga the situation which had been built up by =CERA and 7AKATSUIES. He worked
rtth Col. FIRMS, who later fled to Stookhola, and with LI:. Col. mews, who
()admitted suicide in July 1941.

They cooperated on an espionage system similar to that conducted by the
Japanese and the Estonian I.S. The inl'ormation which °COCCHI received as a
result was referred to in reports to Tokyo as TI OTSUn ("B") type. On the whole,
it was inferior in quality and quantity to what was obtained fraa the Estonians.
In exchange for it OFOCCHI gave advice in the training of agents, Soviet in-
telligence sent from Tokyo and the monthly equivalent of SOO Yen, which went
to the General Staff through KIREES.
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3. German

(For further details coo "Japanese Tfortimo Collaoration with the Gemsan
Intelligence Service," SSU, 4 October 196. DO #1259.)

A. 0110DEMA

OHODERA says that ho had never liked the Germane and disagreed with
their conduct of the war fram its very beginning. His awn contacts with them
and what he heard later from his Finnish and Estonian friends only tended tO
confirm his earlier estimate. In spite of the fact that Japan and Germany
were allies, he mover succeeded in working with German intelligence organiza-
tions as he did with the Finns and the Estonians. His best German sources
were all the outgrowth of personal friendships. He explains this by Baying
that the Abwehr representatives in the Scandinavian countries, with the ex-
ception of KRAMER, were primarily interested in counter-espionage, whereas
his own rein objective was positive intelligence. German suspicion of the
activities of RYBIKOWSK1 in his office and his own experiences with WAGNER and
ZZILIVe7n"?	 nolno o-rne: e c nrsiderable mutual distrust. There follow
brief deseriptions of his relationships with various German pereenaiii4es:
for the results of his work with them see balm, '7, Summary of Intelligence
Obtained.

a. Admiral CA1AR1S. OMODERA first net the chief of the Abriehr while.
as Military Attache at Riga, he was on a trip in Estonia with ONSTULA. Be re-
members the date as that or the execution of Marshal TMIGLiCIUMEKI, Kremlin-
purged Red Army leader (12 June 1937).

During the war they saw each other briefly whenever they were in
Berlin at the same time, discussing the ovorall war situation and the needs of
their respective intelligence services. OUODERA says that they got along well
with each other and becmae close friends, A further bond between them was
created by the fact that CAHARIS was also friend of /UASIUG. JACOBSEN and MELANDER.

At ONODERA's request CAMARIS sent him OM reports in their original
fora without the usual censorship by the Attache Department. OUODERA passed
these on to the office of Gen. KOMATSU, the Military Attaché at Berlin. KOMATSU
considered this oontact with CANARIS to be most valuable because the Japanese
in Berlin otherwise received only material which had lost its value through
security processing before it reached them. Such a situation had existed
since KUUTSU , s arrival in Berlin early in 1943, when previous direct Colla-
boration between Ambassador osnmn and the Ahwehr was broken off by the Ger-
mans.

b. Karl Heinz IMAIWTR. Although socially he knew KRAMER - one of
the Aboehr t s most sucoessful operators - as early as 1943, MODENA did not
begin to work with him until August 1944 when they were brought together by
VON-HEIIMUM, the German Air Attadhé who had been recalled from Stookhola to
Berlin. Ftom that tine on they collaborated closely and 0110DERA coneiders
KRAEMER to have been one of his most valuable sources. They met once a week
either in the German Eabaesy or in the office of OUODERA, and Pram time to
time in the apartment of one of the latter's assistante. WEHELAU, a Russian
specialist, who had joined KRAMEkin 1944, was often present. OlIODERA al-
ways went alone. He says that he revealed same of his awn sources but usually
in an indirect manner so as somewhat to camouflage them. However, RAWER
revealed none of his except official German Air Force publioatione.

c. Dr. (Col.) Hans WAGNER. Chief in Stockholm of Abwehr H.O. Schweden.
He firet made contact with OUCbERA on CAHARIS t s orders at the beginning of 1941.
From that time on they met occasionally whenWAGUER had reoeived material from
Berlin with instructions to pass it on to OrODERA. They did not get along.
OHODERA knows that WAGNZI made several attempts to penetrate his office and
even tried to bribe the maid servants in his hame. liowever, he does not be-
lieve that his efforts were successful.
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111ASING, who know WAGNER's organization, had a low opinion of
his abilities. as did most of the other Germans in Stockholm. This was one
of the reasons why ODODERA nade direct contact with Ast Oslo instead of
going through WAGNII1 as he should have done, To kee up appearances ONODERA
sometimes officially asked WAGNER for counter-espionage or security informa-
tion as, for instance, in the case of BELLEGARDE. However, the answers were
never satisfactory. WAGNER always promised a groat deal but never produced
anything of interest. ONODERA claims to know almost nothing about UTIBULKRK,
VAGNER's assistant, whom he merely saw once or twice when UTHVARK came to
deliver messages at his office. After the July 20th (1.944) plot against
Hitler. ONODERA was told in Oslo by SAL2INGER of Abwehr III F that UTEMARK
had superseded WAGGER in K.O. Schweden because ho had good conneotions in the
S.D.

d. Colonel VON NEINEWURI, Air Attaché at the G?rman Legation. Born in
the Baltic region, he was a Russian specialist who spoke the language fluently.
ONODERA_began to exchange intelligence with him in the summer of 1942. NS gave
Soviet military material and received from VON HEIMANN information on the
American and British air forces and on Soviet war industries, all of which oame
from official German Air Force publications. Generally speaking, the informs-
i:les INC«.

VONT UEMMANN had maay friends among the Swedes. ONODERA believes
that he «Tnhanged information with General JUNGDAHL, Chief of Staff of the
Swedish Air Force. He was recalled to Berlin in October 1S .1.1 aud chortly be-
fore his departure he initiated the exchanges between ONODERA and KRAMER, who
had been working with him. OHODERA never established anything more than a
social relation with his successor, Colonel GOLCHER.

e. Major VOU ROSENBLATT, German Assistant Air Attaché. He had fre-
quent contact with ONODERA. They did not make official exchanges of informa-
tion but VON ROSENBLATT,'an aircraft engineer, kept ONDDLIA supplied with
material on the latest German technical developments. He was born in Finland
and spoke Russian fluently.

f. Colonel VON UTISIAMI, Unitary Attaché. He was ORODERA's closest
official contact among the Germans. They did not exchange material but net
about once a month to dismiss intelligenoe matters and the over-all problems
of the war, each giving his opinion of future developments. VON DTHMARD's
job was devoted almost entirely to exploiting contacts in Swedish military
circles and he therefore did not have much information of interest to ONODERA.

g. CELLARIUS. For the first three years of the war there was no
direct contact between ONODERA and CELLARIUS. During early end sucoessful
operation with 5 Gruppe E5 of the Abvehr, CELLARIUS forbade the officers
working with him to have any contact with °NOMA because of the latter'a
employment of RYBIKOWSKI. Nevertheless, ONODERA was kept informed of his
Petivities by MAASING through HAMS, who frequently travelled frau Estonia
to Finland and gave °NOUGHT reports which were in turn forwarded to Stock-
holm by courier. In 1944 ONODERA found ant through SAARSEIT that CELLARIUS
was trying to organize counter-espionage activities against the Poles in
Finland. In October 1944 HORN, CELLARIUS's assistant, made contact with
ONODERA on his chief's behalf. Ile proposed that ONODERA act as an inter-
mediary for messages between CELLARIUS and certain members of the Finnish
I.S., including HALLNKLA. However, the plan fell through and ONODERA skates
that he received no information from CELLARTUS at any time, nor did he aver
have any more direct connection with him than has been stated.

h. Other Contacts. Throughout the war ONODERamade regular trips
to Norway at the invitation of the German Commander-in-Chief, General VON
FALKEBRORST. In 1942 he went on an official tour of the northern mane in the
company of other Axis Attaclabs from Stookholm, among them Colonel GAMMA
(Rumanian) and Colonel ROERO (Italian). In 194S he was personally invited to
visit the German military installations and was Euided by Colonel VON ROSBERG
of FAIXENNORST's staff.

In the same year ho established contact with the local Abwehr
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Stelle through Colonel NOERST, also of PALKEMORST's staff. The chief of the
Ast was Captain VON DOHrf, who was assisted and later succeeded by Major VON
GAWK]. Through them OHODERA arranged to receive reports on Allied military
activity in Great Britain -- troop movements, and air force and naval activities.
The reports were tranunitted to him through the office of YOH UTT'AITH three or
four times a month. They were received by ONODERA's assistant Col. ITO from
one of the German Assistant Military Attaches, VOII KOSTIGSEGG of VON MTED^RF.
Some of them originated in Berlin, but they were operational and much better
than anything received by KOHATSIPs office. They ceased after 20 July 1944.

B. mouani

As Japanese Military Attache at Helsinki ONOUCIII had few German awitacts.
Be was officially in touch with the German Military Attache, Col. KIWI ;OM,
and the Naval Attache, Capt. VON BONIN (he says that the latter spoke good
Russian and was the more interesting of the two), but they were more occupied
with details of the alliance between Germany and Finland than with intelligence
work. To OHOUCJI i s astonishment, they Were omnpletely ignorant of what was
going an when the Finns first put out feelers for a separate peace with the
Soviets. In general, the Finns saw to it that no contact took place between
their German and Japanese oollaborators: for instance, POEYHOUEM 'Wok great
pains to keep ONOUCHI away from the Finnish-German espionage training camps
located near Rovenieni.

OHOUCHI had some slight (and unproductive) dealings with CELLARIUS,
whose work was known to him indireatly through KR/STIAN. On the whole, he had
a low opinion of it.

4. Hungarian 

(For further details see "Japanese Wartime Collaboration with the Hungarian
Intelligence Service," SSU, 4 October 1946, DB 4.1241.)

A. ONODERA

To OHODERA's knowledge, there has never been any official collaboration
between the Japanese and Hungarian General Staffs on a basis similar to that
which has been described in the cases of Poland, Finland and Estonia. Limited
cooperation did exist in Budapest between a group of Hungarian civilian and
military coda experts on the one hand, and on the other Col. HAYASHI, the
Japanese Military Attaché, and Col. SAKURAI, who direoted a snail crypto-
analysis section.

In Stockholm Japanese collaboration with the Hungarians was limited to
official ozohnges between OHODERA's office and that of the Hungarian Military
Attache, Col. KOBOR. KOBOR himself was accredited to both Sweden and Fin-
land and during the war resided in Helsinki because he was able to obtain
more Trimble material there. Consequently, OHODERA rarely SSW him, though
()HMIS knew him well. Ha worked	 Finvi.ch
General Staff through PAASOUEN, whose wife was Hungarian. ONODERA says that
his work was poor and that he was lazy and a drunkard.

From February 1942 to January 1944, =HERA dealt with a resident mem-
ber of KOBOR's staff, Col. VAGY. VAOY's experience in Department II of the
Hungarian General Staff before his arrival in Stockholm had been confined to
Rumanian affairs. =HERA was able to help him with background information on
the USSR, his primary target, and says that he was well qualified for his work;
he became one of the most successful intelligence officers in Stockholm. They
net once a week to exchange information and became close personal friends.
(See below, V, Summary of Intelligence Obtained.)

In January 1944. VAGY was replaced by Col. VOECZKOENDY, who had pre-
viously been with the Rusaian Section of the Hungarian I.S., and with Abt II
of the Abwehr in the southern sector of the eastern front. OHODERA describes
him as much more interested in the internal political intrigues of the Hun,
garian diplomatic mitsion than in gathering intelligence. His sources, if he
had any, were probably mnong journalists.

=HERA saw him frequently but their contact vas social and they never
made any eiehanges or studies together. He occasionally cave GUOMPA miscell-
aneous information on T)olitical conditions in Great Britain and on the morale
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of Allied soldiers in North Africa, and -le described ho:: he had formerly
cooperated with PflEYTA VOH LORII:0;1071V in training and oranizing a groap
of Polish agents and parachutists who opamted behind the Soviet lines in
the Ukraine. He also sold MODERA United States and British newspapers and
magazines which he obtained allegedly from British pilots through the Countess
=RHIN. His relatims with KOBOR, in contrast with those of VAGY,were excellent.
He saw the Germans frequently and was in touch with IMPOUIER. ONODERA says
that although he was qualified to be a good scarce on the USSR, he was too
closely bound to the Germanc to be trusted.

Ile returned to Hung,ery in t4e autumn of 1944 because the Swedish govern-
ment refused to recognize the recently installed Hungarian Hazi regime which
he supported. (For further mention of him see SSU memorandum DB #1253, SO
September 1946, "Possible Divai.on of Funds...to the Training of Hungarian and
Finnish students...")

B. OROUCHI

At Riga (19394940) OITOUCTII had worked for a short while with the Hun-
garian Military Attache before the latter was transferred to Hoscow. (rlhen

ts,if; nr,r rte4-,±119A to the Hungarian Army and in 1942 was taken
prisoner by the Soviets.)

In Helsinki 070UTII knew Cal. KOBOR, though at first contacts with him
were diffioult to vele because KW.-,Rlacala	 tr 7"egary. Aot&ve
collaboration between them oa intelligence matters began in September 1943.-
however, when KOBOR became OVOUCHI's best source for information abom..the wes-

tern Allies. Because of his excellent oonnootion with Col. PAASONFIT, he ob-

tained very camplete material on this subject from the Finnish Attaché Section.
(See below, V, Summary of Intelligence Obtained.)

=UCH/ describes the abore-mentioried Japanese-Hungarian oollaboration
in Budapest as "close" and says that in addition to assigning Hungarians to
the crypto-analysis offioe headed by Col. SAKURAI, the Hungarian General Staff
gave official permission for a Japanese military radio station to be set up in
the office of the Japanese Military Attache.

•••■.1

4
1
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5. r.;wcdish

(For furthor details see "Japanese Wartim-, Contici:s with the Swedish Intell i
-VDCO Service," SSU, 4 Wtober 194(3, DB 44245.)

OTIODERA claims to have loft many good fri,ads in Sweden -- more than did any
other nembor of the Japanese diplomatic mission. No saya that this fact is due to
his having always made a point of keeping business and social matters striotly
separated, a courtesy much appreciated by the Swedes during the war. He had known
same of them in Japan previously: for instance, the GADELIUS family, whose firm
had traded between the two countries for several generations and whose children
have Japanese names. The ItARTIII 	 family were a similar case. He had a long
standing acquaintanceship with such Swedish diplomats formerly accredited to Japan
as BAGGE, who had been Minister for many years and who knew OMODERA's family; and
RIPA and SCHIDOW, who had both been Counsellors.

His beet friend was Professor BOCK, the iothyologist, who had studied in Japan
for many years. He also knew General TDOERDELL, General ELMITSVARD, Admiral
STROEUDMI, Count DOUGLAS, and Count NUDE, and was active in the Japan-Sweden
Club, whose president was Admiral DESCH/an and whose vice president the engineer
7.1LYILTO. 21.1t`=:4-:	 ccr.rss 0.1.con7sed current events with these people, he
claims never to have asked any of them for intelligence information, and he says
that they wore all correspondingly grateful to him. OHODERA's and hie wife's
popularity was evidenced by the fact that their Swedish friends gave a large tea
party in their honor shortly before the repatriation; thew° was o l;e1 par4 fcr
Minister (HUVIOTO or for any other member of the mission.

Obtaining intelligence from official Swedish sources was very difficult and
OPODERA says that the greater part of what he succeeded in getting came to him in-
directly through other sources like HAAB= or KRAMER. De describes the Swedish
people as being most reserved in their offices and moat likely to talk, if at all,
when they are drinking at a party. Re cites as an example the case of General
NORDEMSOHILD, Commander-in-Chief of the Swedish Air Force, who in 1943 at a fare-
well cocktail party in honor of Col. GARBFA, the Rumanian Military Attach*, gave
OHODERA a detailed account of American and British Air Force concentrations in
England and forecast the data of the impending bomber offensive against Germany
with considerable accuracy. (=ERA s e..:1 that this information turned out to be
very useful.

ONODERA was never able to get complete information about the Swedish LS. He
was in touch with each of three chiefs of the General Staff, Dept. II, who suc-
ceeded each other during the war: Col. AIDEREREUTZ, Commander LANDWIST, and Col.
JUHLIH-DANNFELD. He says that the intelligence command changed because the Swedes
warted to keep up with the progress of the war as it developed in favor of the
Allies. ALDEREREUTZ had been known as a friend of Admiral CANARIS. LANDQUIST
was not discreet about his contacts with the Germans; ODODERA once met him tra-
veling on the plane to Berlin in the company of MAGNER. JUHLID-DANNFELD he describes
as having been pro-German while he was Military Attache in Derlin . at the beginning
of the war, but as having later espoused the Allied oause with great vigor. ONO-
DERA was also acquainted with Col. BOERDSTR JORNA and Col. KAMP of the Military
Intelligence Seotion, with Major PETERSEN of the Espionage Service, and with SONDE
of Counter-espionage. He exohanged intelligence only with ALDERKREUTE and PETER-
SEN (see below, Vw, SummarT of Intelligence Obtained).

6. Relations with Other Japanese Missions in Europe.

(See also "Japanese Wartime Military Missions in Europe," SSC, 4 October 1948,
DB 44245.)

The various Japanese military missions in Europe communicated frequently. Their
repr-sentatives gathered once a year at an official Attache meeting which was pre-
sided over by the senior officer present. At these meetings each Attache gave a
brief account of his activities duriAg the year past and of the war's development
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coc,: ., fr,y1	 7rat, Oa	 (1 baar of tho:le Carervativar r joirt report lacor-
porat;:a;;	 :coeoell6rtions rn wore doomed necessary vas drranl up and forwarded
to Tok .o.	 her a pee: :_Tinon of the rusults achlovud 	 the meetin78,
which ocoul,red aa followa;

19=1 norlin	 "residin.: Of2iscor. Gen. TWZAI.
1942	 "	 n	 If	 n	 n
2.945 1Zomo	 n	 n	 Gen,. MIkI31).
194,1 ;hulapLat	 :I	 II	 Gen. (sw,(ro.

In add:Ltien it vat ountrittary for differoat ?oats to supply each other with in-
formation for /Ise in exchanges with foroigr sources. Eithor a report was prepared
at the racy-lost of a specific )at, or cooler of recorts to the General Staff were
forwarded Simultaneously with the original. OMODERA had agreements for such ex-
changes wi'.3h the following:

a. Berlin- After Tokyo, Berlin was ONODERA' r, most important source or.exohange
KOITATSU (the Illlitary Attache) was occupied more with diplomatic

affairs than with intelligence, but OrODERA was in touch with the heads of
different sections in his office from each of whom he received information
on regUsat,

i. From Col. K.OTAMI Eton* who, he says, was the most turtive member of
the UilitarF Attaahe's office, he received general information on

11,5r.r. "11 q”,1 4ty was always exnellent, )(OTANI being one of
the foremost Japanese epecialist in such matters.

ii. From Gol, VISUI Nizashi he reoeived troop movement reports obtained
from the German General Staff and from German Air Force ffeadquarters,
with Which MIMI was liaison officer.

iii. From Col. IS7IZUKA he obtained information concerning Soviet war
production and technical developmenta. ISAIZUKA was liaison offi-
cer with the Economic Section and the Armament Department of the Ger-
man General Staff. Me had spent two years in Russia and knew Soviet
technical methods well.

iv. From Col, NIGUCHI Fukashi he received reports concerning the Abwehr
(Abt II and III) and the Gestapo and Kripo. With Ass i t Military At-
tacl YAILVOTO,	 was in charge or liquidating the Japanese
political sabotace plan agaizst the USSR which had been handed over to
the Germans in June 1941. Their work was kept highly secret. HIGU-
CRI had once served under ORODERA as an archivist in the Russian
S ection of the Japanese General Staff,

V. Gol, SAXURAI Nobuta, liaison officer with the German orypto-analytical
dervioes, came once to Stookholm to take material which OrODERA had
obtained frctm MAMMAL.

In exchange for the information he received frau the above sources,
MODERA sup?lied military intelligence on the Russians and the wes-
tern Allies as well as reports of German troop movements on both
fronts. The latter were especially appreciated by the Japanese in
Berlin boot:Luce they were difficult to obtain in Germany.

b. Neleinki. OMODERA's exchangeb with ONOUCNI were made several times a
courier. OUOUCHI supplied some Soviet material not obtained

by ONODORA from his other sowces. In return OUODERA gave general in-
formation about Soviet and Scandanavian matters.

c, Madrid, At the Attaché meeting held in Rome (1943) OMODERA had agreed
73.15-d0l. SAKURAI Keizo, the Military Attache in Spain, for a regular
series of exchanges between Stockholm and Madrid. SAKURAI sent reports on
the armed forces of the western Allies in Europe and North Africa. Be
obtained them from official Spanish sources and from what OMODERA hoard
to he /hxogarian and Italian agents. ONODERA sent back information de-
rived from tho Swedish General Staff and from BELLEGARDE.
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(A. °CODERS.)

22 FinniSh Gen. Staff,

HAIIAMAA, Finn.

(Probably Swedish)

Soviet military strength, USSR

Red Army Eastern Front OB. USSR

Internal political situation Gr.Brit.

.)R.A.F. tactical methods,

Allied troops in Iceland. 	 Western
Allies

German Army Eastern	 Germany
Front OB.
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" PETERSEN (Swed

(Allegedly a source
located in Iceland)

Dept. II, Finnish
General Staff
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V. SWARY CF INTELLIGENCE OBTAINED

For an account of the intelligence exchanged among the Ja2enece themselves see
above, T7. 6., Relations with Other Japanese Missions in Europe.

The following summary is concerned largely with Positive Intelligence. Through
their collaboration with the intelligence services or with various officials
and nationals of certain countries who were also mmong their targets, the
Japanese inevitably gained considerable knowledge of a Counter-Intelligence
nature °oncoming those oountries. Th3 general struoture of what they knew and
told in the interrogation has been	 covered in the foregoing account by
countries of their contacts and sources, however, and only supplementary in-
stances are cited below.

It is reasonably certain that (=DERE, and =UCH' received frum Finnish, Swedish
and perhaps Polish sources a good deal more intelligence on the western Allies
than that admitted to in their interrogations and given here.

1. General Sumnary by Sources 

Nationality Name of az SUbsource and/or	 Target 
of Source Source Ref. Nationality 	 Nature of Intelligenoe Supplied Country

a. Polish
(A. ONODERA)

HYBIKOBSKI 15 Extensive network
of Poles incl. JA-
KUBIC OKUNCERICZ
in Berlin, others
at Bialystok, Minsk,
Smolensk, Warsaw,
Kaunas, Koenigsberg,
Riga, Helsinki, Name

BRZESK-	 16 GOO (Polish I.S.
WINSKI	 Chief) in London

Various and detailed, USSR &
imp/. OB, troop movements, Germany
bases, strategy and
tactics, economic intell.

Declaration of war; troop
movements.

HYBIKOASKI in
England

(B, GNOCCHI)

Alli3d military activity
in India and Burma.

USA 6
Gr. Brit.

ZABA	 17
	

Politics and internal
	

Finland
affairs.

BERSON	 17 Previous contacts	 General information, des- USSR
in Moscow

b. Finnish

cribed as superficial.

STEWEN



1

Nationality Name of Page Subsource and/or	 Target
of Source	 roOn7Nationa1ity	 Nature of Intelligenee EuEnlied	 Country

b. Finnish WILLMAN	 22 Finnish refugee Soviet fleet activitiee and	 USSR
(cont.)	 group in Stook- troop movements in the Baltic/

holm; persanal aren t codes.
sources

German troop movemente. '	Germany

Resintance movement activities.	 Finland

Military and diplomatic oodea.	 Gr. Brit.,
France,
Vatioam,
Portugal,
Turkey,
Rumania,
Yugoslavia.

HORMGREN	 22 .Source located in Soviet naval activity.	 USSR
one of Baltie States

EUMENIUS	 23 HORN & SALZINGER. Publicationa (magazines). 	 USA &
Getman	 Gr. Brit.

'Latest info on German
activities."	 Germany

CE vetting services. 	 (general)

PAABONEN, 23 Generally, the Soviet code material (both as 	 USSR
HALLAMAA,	 widelpread con- codes and as subject matter).
EALMUS,	 teats of the Finnish
PALE &	 refugee group	 Security services, protection	 (general)

(incl. crypt*	 of ONODERA's codes.
section) of
Stockholm	 Reports on piogress of war. 	 USSR

PALE	 23 Finn. orypto	 .Info that Swedish crypto sect. 	 Sweden
soot.,	 had broken ONODERA's general

code.

SALOKORPI 23 PALE archives	 Soviet *odes.	 USSR
of Finnish orypto
section

(B. ONOUCHI)

POMMES 20 German forces in/Finnish Gen. Staff reports on 	 USSR
(in his	 Vinland & Dept. II, development of war.
absence,	 Finnish Gen. Staff
SALOKORPI	 Allied convoys in Murmansk &	 Allies
or HUNELA)	 Arohangelsk.

Dept. II, Finn. Technical: planes, tanks, 	 USSR
Gen. Staff	 rocket guns.

Military training methods.

War production capacity..

Interrogation of P.O.W.'s
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o•Estonian

Estimatee Sect. Reports. 	 ft

II

Espionage " II Use of propaganda & deoeption	 USER
material in combat by Red Army.

Finnish Gen,	 Finnish Army & war capacity. 	 Finland
Staff Attache
	 Fragmentary German ditto.	 Germany

Seatien

A Finnish nese- Internal conditions and politi-	 Finland
paper	 oal developments.

Not given	 Internal eonditions.	 Finland

•
IT ItCrypto USA,

Gr. Brit.,
USSR,
Turkey,
other

Codes of all nations.

Unknown, Prob. USSR
Germany(1),
USSR

SS Divisions.	 Germany

08 reports.	 ft

•••,

.SECRZT CONTROL

Nationality Name of yege Subsouroe and/Or	 1_8_117.011L,
of Source Boum,	 Ref.liatienality	 Nature of Intelligence Supplied C omt y

b. Finnish	 CI Sect. of Dept. CI reports & annual "person- 	 Allies
(oont.)	 II .	 alter primer."

SALOKGRPI 20

PALE 20

sLosaR 20

LAUTZARI 21

BRINIMAN 20

(A. °NOMA)

MAASING 24ff. WAGNER (German); CZ: vetting of all ONODERAl s 	(general)
Soviet press	 new sources and agents.
office, Stockholmi.
British passport
control office, 410.1
Swedish police

Betoniant
Agents in Nato- Probably various. 	 USSR

nia, Latvia, Len..
ingrad &Moscow

Officers on Soy. 	 ft

General Staff:
TOMBURG,
MESS

JACOBSEN (Abwebr)	 "Good information," including	 Germany,
plani for invasion of USSR.	 prob. USSR

GROSSMAN (in Swo-	 Unlmown.	 ft

on & Germany)

Finnish: MZLOYER

Indiv. unknown

German:

CANARIS
CELLARIUS (Ab-
wehr "Grupps 8")

SAIDRA (SO)

Abwehr

- 37 .
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Probably CE.	 (go:moral)

Technical and scientific.	 USSR

w



nom, 6ONTROt

Nationality Nome of l'elp_Subsource and/6r
li
	 Target 

ef Douro. MIT: 11517Vationality	 Nature of Intelgente Sutiplied
c. Estenlan MAASIDG	 ...aclUsISI: Army	 Unlmown; probably various. 	 (general )

(Cont.) (Cunt.) iTTICOis Jamul.
DAMELD, KAMPF,
'JOG, PETERSEN,
orypto motion,
state police
(PALMER)

PETERSEN (I)	 Military activity	 VS,k	 •
Gr. Brit.

Police	 Advance,nOtios of Swedish CS.	 Sweden
measures.

Indiv. unknown Arnhem attack plans.	 USA.
Or. Brit.

FEMILI mum Troop momenta, OD	 Prance)
USA,
dr. Brit.

• ?alit. &mil. developments	 ?rands

&Waal
CARLSON

Unknown, if any.

Hritial)) MoKEBBINO,
	 a a

°REWIRE

egiSM).	potential.
SUNK:noes in	 Troop mcmtments, political, war USSR

Unknown	 Publioations.	 USA,
Or. Brit.

MASTRO	 Unknown	 Atom bomb.	 USA/
(1)

"	 INeicapons.	 Garmagy

"	 Tank production.	 USSR
•

BELLE-	 E6 Abwehr; Swedish Probably various, 	 esp.um	 *Rusaan agents;	 Germany
SiretlieArmy; Est-
onian refugee	 Allied attack and opoupaticn 	 !Fairborn
group) CARLSON plans.	 Allies

(American consul)Alliod army for Far East.	 •
CHESHIRE (British
Import Contr.	 Troop movements and OB.	 USA,
Off.)) real- .	) 	 Gr. Brit.
denoi in	 Arrival of convoys in Eagland.)
England	 Second front.

Internal and political.	 France

fnternal conditions.	 Germany

JACOBSEN	 25 Abwebry CANARIS Political	 Geriany
(via JUR-
LIN-DANH-
FELD)

SECRET CORTROL



CRODERA)

Probably various.

Unknown.

ONOUCHI)

Probably various.

BIRZINS 24 Unknown

(B.

IIKAUS.	 27 Latvian/ Gen.
MIMS	 Staff

Western
Allies

Germany

**tern
Allies,
Oerwm%y

USA.
Or. Brit.

CI German

(to MOD-.
SRA only)

CAILARIS	 28 Abash?
(via
mem)

ft

ft

ft

SECRET ,CCNTROL

Subsource and/or 
Betio=lity 

csmarua (Germ.)

Nationality Nome of
of Source) TeraW-•

o. Estonian KRISTIAN 26
(dont.)

Naturo of Isttelligenee Supplied re"

(Indirect fleoultu only, thru	 sagas
the Finns; none from KRISTIAN	 Ocemonyf
himself.)

SAARSEN 26 Osman (Abe?)) Unknown.	 prob. USSR.
Pal&
	

Germany

(B. ONOUCHI)

PITTU	 27 MEMOREX (ilea). Political.
& nrnta l a oat-
itaotu in Bennis

d. Latvian

(A.

IIIKUS,	 Se Latvian network
PETERSOU,	 in Ostrow, Pskov

"ZERMIUS	 & neighboring
frontier area

USSR/
Estonia

USSR

172SR

USSR

MADRE la Atatehr

OIN reports; interrogation of	 UBOR
Soviet P.0.12. , st Soviet mili-
tary publications.

Troop movement/ in India.

Military studies in Ohamical
and biological arastare.

Conversatianal sitreps,
auseion of floods of German &
Sap. intelligence services.

Technical reports on aircraft
production, airborne & ground
force troqpnovements.

KRAMER
(t)

Oar. Mr Pores

Unlatown

Unknown

Swedisb

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Fleet movements.

U.S. attacks on Okinawa &
Philippines, in advsnoe.

U.S. Air Force delegation
to USSR.

Metal production.

Publications.

Tanks and artillery.

Atcm boob.

Or. Brit.

USA

USA,
USSR

USSR

USA, Or. Brit.

Gr. Brit.

USA?

- 89
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22 Unknoin	 Tank produotion.

29 WU DOOM& VON
GALL (bemoan)

ffiredishlalitery
Oirolee

Unitary activity in Cr. Brit.

Wobbly discussion with OMR&
of intelligence matters.

Western
Allies

1000

Gement

OSA,
Or. Brit.

Cr. Brit.

Western
Allies

Linkmen

Mbegarien O.
Stott

SWART. OONTROL

Subscuroe and(6	 •
Nationality,	nature Of Intelligenee Supplied ;1114

OUR

Western
Allies

(general)

USA,
Or. Brit.

USSR

0821M2fly

Nationality Nome of NE
Of Source irr"-- WIC■•■••■■•■•■••••■•••••• 	 0■10.•■■•••	 01•1110M.

S. bermaA MLUSTR
(cent.)	 (t)

TON
IMMO

VON OBI- 29 Official Germ=
MIAMI •
	 Air Peer* pUbl.

ca R0 89 Osman
SWEATT

IbMn	 Berlin
Awai t Air
Atteobb, OtooNhas)

RON610020342 berme
YOBTTAN $0met

S. Hungarian

(S.

TAM
	 30 Probably Swedish,

Perhaps LANDCIMST

Air force informatien.

War indUstrios.

Latent bens= teeth. develop.

Ones of sectional of V.S. War	 USA
Produabion Beard.

Osneral infermetion on the
	 Allies

progress of the war.

0,100NRA)

Peoifio offensive plan*, in

TONG&
=ROST

Wise. data an Allied forces
in No. Africa &western front.

Idlitary terms, tech. develop.,
war produetion4

ladireotly from Owns. western front OB
&rid, bon. Staff

(Bebseurcee in get-
ere% included Bled.
740., 0, Stet &
prob. Crypt° Sect.1
312,211 (Finn);
(ARNIM (French)

$0 Allegedly British Newspapers end magazinese
pilot. through
&oaten OMNI&
sine& reieed in
MIMS

liOnsowe
	 Vieoellwaeouspolitionl.

Nano=
	 tboole of soldiers In No.

Africa.

- 40 -
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•

" (T)

• Cr)

" (T)

Seed. Seoret
Police

(ONODERA on/y)

PETER- 32	 Sired. Gem. Staff Western front OB.
SRN

JUELIU- 32
DAMIFELD

ALIMR- 32
1RBUTS

•
NORM- 32
SCRILD

MANSON 32

USSR

USA,
Gr. Brit. •

(general)

USA, China

SECRET •CONTROL

Nationality Nene of !Av. SUbsourod and/or 
of Source ToTrOir Tar; Nationality	 Nature of Intelligence Supplied Coun try 

f. BUngar-
ion
(Contd.)

40BOR	 30 ff. Finnish N.A. at
Washington; FAA-
SOURS, Finnish
Attache Section

U. S. shipping and war produe- 	 USA
tion; 1042 industrial outlook.

(B. ONOUCRI)

g. Swedish

PAASONEN & Finn- No. Africa OS, late 1943.
ish Attaché Sect.

ft	 Digo. reports on Germ. Army.
•
	

Soviet activ. in Balkans.

ar
	 Soviet Army & Air strength.

Finn. Gen. Staff Tech. reports an ordnanos.

USA.,
Cr. Brit.

Germany

USSR

Western
Allies

Troop movement reviews. 	 All
belligerents

3oVist troop movements an 	 USSR
Finnish .& Baltic fronts,

Germ, eastern front OB.	 Germany

Technical studies: e.g., on	 Gamow
rocket bombs.

Samples of German sabotage 	 Germxuvr
apparatus •

(Possible cab-
sources of same of
the above; attaches
& diplomats of email
countries)

JACOBSEN
	

Sea JACOBSEN.
(Estonian)

Seed. Gen. Staff, Troop movements; Baltic
Dept. II
	 Fleet OB.

Seed. Air Perot/ Airforce concentrations,
bomber offensive (inadver-
tently given).

A

•

 NSON Import- Discussion of trade and
Export Co.(Swed.) production trends.

• Legation bulletins.

• 41 .
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Nstiona/itl Nome of cl.a
7TVErree Source Red%

••■••■•••••• •■•■•

• Swedish UAW-
(oont.) STROM,

Director

Subsouroe and/or

1!/1112119111t.

Skandinaviska
Benk (Seed.)

Cd1TROL

Nature of Intelligence Suanlied Targo

Swedish Quarterly Review und (general)
other eoonanio publ. favtng 
worldwide production firares.

Assiwtanoe in drawing 1.1)
econamic reports. 	

(general)

ESSEU,
Maneeer

VICKLUND

TRYNNE

12.12poston1
-59$4717;2Nati
newspaper

Personal ex-
perience in
Great Britain

Swedish firm of
GADDLIGS

Articles on intornal

Discussion of trip t..) Britain.

Price quotations and market
oonditions.

Seed. &
general

Frau
LARSBER-
GER (employee
in ORODERA's
office)

Swedish proms Translations.

, 2.Detailed Summary by Target Countries

Items affeoting the United States and Great Britain jointly, ac well
of the Allies than those two or the USSR. will be found listed under

litIESEL
Comy Description of lntelligenoe Obtained

16 USA Reports dealing with the stem bodb.
(7)

USA Plan for the general U.S. offensive
in the Pacific (subsequent develop-
ments proved this information to
have been acourate).

Plan for the U.S..ettack an the Aleu-
tians, and other information about
U.S. forces in Alaska.

Report of the forthcoming 'U.S. attacks
on the Philippines and Okinawa.
Described an not detailed enough.

as a few concerning other
b., Western Allies.

Date Obt. Soccoe	 Subsouree end/or
(1nbWM Known)	 ioljty	 Nationality

After Oct. TRASHES (Germ.) UnknoWn
1944	 mrtMASIWG

(Eetonian)

Time of	 VAGY (Rung.)
attack on
Bougainville

1 month
in ad-
vance

"Suffloient KRAMER (German) trekmcnet
in advance

to be inter-
esting"

probably Seed.,
perhaps
LANDQU/ST
(page 32)

Reports of U.S. Air Force delegation
visit to Soviet airfields in Siberia.
(ONODERA says he never received
further oonfirmation.)

Reports on U.S. plane production, in
great detail and containing production
figuree on various plane types.

Between
Aug. 1944 &
issy 1945 —

Monthly	 Unknown
during
1945

-42.

Written in
German

SECRET COUTROL



Target 
Country, Description of Intelli,genoe Obtained

USA Report, seemingly derived in part from
publioations, on naval and merohant
marine shippinr, in the U.S.

Date Obt.	 Source parr
(When Xhown) Dationali 

Early	 KOBOR (Bung.)
1944

Subscurce and/Or
Wationaliti 

GRENDAR (spell-
ing?), Finnish
M.A. Washington

General report of war production in U.S. 	 I.

Industrial outlook in U.S. in 1942. 	 1842	 PAASONEN & Finn.
Attachb Section

Names of the different sections of the
War Production Board.

U.S. diplonatio code (toe concluding
section 3., below).

U.S. magazines (publications).

RIEDEL (Germ.
Ass i t A.A.)

1943	 PALE (Finn)
(broken
1941)

late 1944- KOWEBIUS
July 1946	 (Finn)

Berlin

Finnish Crypto
Section

Vans=

SwedishNAMING (Ent.)

After 9-Day BELLEGARDE
	

Unknown
(6 June	 (Estonian)
1944)

Dec. 1944	 BELLECARDE
(Estonian
in England)

1943
	 NORDENSCRILD

(C-in-C of
Sweditt Air
Force)

Unknown

(Swedish Air
Force sources)

Monthly,	 mom	 Probably official
Aug. 1944- (German)
	

German Air Force
May /946	 publications

SZURI7t OONTROL

b. Western Allies

A report of plans for the Allied at-
tack on Arnheim (sio). This doubtless
refers to Arnhem, where paratroops of
the 'First Allied Airborne Army landed
16 Sept. 1944. No ecoment as to how
far in advance or hos accurate.

Report of a second Allied attaCk on.
the southern side of Cherbourg Penin-
sula, Scheduled for Aug. 1944. (This
report was considered important' by the
Germans, who had been expecting the
second attack fron the north in the
vicinity of Bonfleurs and Le Havre.)

Allied plan for attack in the
direction of Osnabruok in Maroh 1945.
(The Germane had expected such an
attack in July.)

Detailed account of U.S. and British
air force coneentrations in England,
with a considerably aeotwate forecourt
of the impending bomber offensive
against Germany. (ONODERA says this
information turned nut to be very
useful.)

Very detailed reports on aircraft
production in U.S. & Great Britain.
Sometimes contained important items
about new methods or changes in the
location of factories.

Swedish General
Staff

Western front OBt detailed studies
by the Swedish Gem. Staff. (GBODERA
mentions one he gave to KRAMER as
having boon dated 22 Feb. 1946.)

2 or 3 cc- %Ludt=
oasions (Swedish)
between
mid-1943 &
April 1945
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thilazown

German

tintnann

SECRET. METRO!.

1171r1,
NeUIWY Description of Intellignaft Obtained	 11--154n) 

b. Reptern Allies (anat.)

Reports DM Allied convoys in Unmans&
and Arahangelak.

Sonroe and or

POEIRONEN
(Finn)

SOlootscae and/or
nationality

Finnish General
Staff, partly
fron Gannon for-
ces . stationsd in
Finland.

Date Ott.

Ekoellent reports on movement of Al-
li•dnir bases in Europa with details
of OD, plane types, eta.

Reports on the passage of Allied
planes. through (vio) Gibraltar.

RapOrti on changes bf ocanand in the
odlitary forces Of the westerm Allies.

Detailed report on organisation in
*gland of an army for the Per Bast.

Regnlarly Unknown
during
1944

a

Regularly
in 1944 &
early 1946

Early 1946 TTELLEGSEDE
(Estonian
in Ragland)

Detnils mobilisation end troop
moloments in India.

Ansoorn to questions about the
Seaond Front.

Fragmentary report. on Allied troop.
in Iceiond.

Technical material on nen U.S. and
British plane types.

CV of V.S. and British Air Farces in
Rome and tails. Those of Europo
were deteilia, oenteining group num-
bers, plane types, itnament end base
locations

Before
Unr. 1944

CANATIIS
(German)
via TTAOVER

Meer

VDU UTff-
Tuna
(German)

V011 AMIN
VEtt GALL=
(Gottiobn)

DELLEGAEDE
(Betonian)

Untencans

ft ft

Aug. 1944-
r 1946

STEGEU (Finn)

KRAgTER (Germ.)

According to
STVEr, is source
in Iceland

Probably Official
Geom. Air ?ores.
publications

ft

Alliedndlites7 aotivity in Great 	 3 tr 4
Britain, troop movements, air force	 times
and naval activities. Bone of these 	 monthly
briginated in Berlin button, opera- 	 fran 1948.
ticmal and much better than anything	 20 July
received by the Jap.211.A. office there. 1944

Arrival of convoys in Britain.	 1.iid-1944

Description, and mcgenents of U.S. and
British airborne division'.

a (OUODERA thinks,
judging fron the
style, that this
mayhem' cone
from a British
military worm)

General D.S. and British troop move-
ments on all fronts.

ft Official German
A.D. . reports

(The same type
of info was also
furnished by
IMASIEG, PETER-
ma, BELLEGARDE)
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!lora" of Allied soldiers in
110.

OD of U.S. end British forms in
North Atria.

%morel into on progress of war.

Reporta describing Allied plane Ober-
aoteristice.

Subsource and/Or

Swedish General
3taff

Unknown

PAASONBO k Finn.
Attache Section

(Oftioe of Germ.
ma., Stool:holm)

(In English, evi-
dently not writ-
ten by a tech-
nician)

Source and/or

Mid-1943-	 PETIIISEU
April 1046 (Swedish)

Feb. 1942-
Lug. 1943

1944

Late 1943

Weekly
fran Oct.
1944

1945

VAGY (Hung.)

VOVOZKOMIDY
(Rung.)

KOBOR (Rim.)

ROEUIOSEX
Val WATZDORFF
(demon)

Unknown

sicRxT. comm.

Target	 Date Obt.
Country Deeotiption of Intelligence Obtained 	 /WM-Mu)

b, Western Allies (cont.)

Swedish den. Staff reviews of troop
movaments of all bolligercnts an all
fronts.

Faso. data on Allied forces on the
~torn front and in No. Africa.

Mid-1942-
Oat. 1944

1944

U.S. and British Air Fore. info.

Finnish Dept. I/ Cl Section reports

Finnish Dept. II Estimates Section
reports.

U.S.. and British newspapers and
narAsinee.

FON HEINE-
mani (dorm.)

FOREWORD
(Finn)

" end
SALOKORPI

FOSOIXORRDY
(Rung?)

Official German
A.F. pub.

As indicated

Countess =ERRE,
allegedly them
Brit. pilots

Dittos The Soonomist, The Financial
Vows,	 Ihrnevrrfork
TM.. Lite. Tim, ferre. etc.

•

mrsmus (Finn), Vane=
?SWIM (Eat.),
RRATIlt (Germ.),
Thom. MA., et al.

Translations from the Swedish press.

Articles for Dassi on internal con-
ditions in U.S. and Great Britain.

POlitioal and military developsents
in Primo,.

Frau LARSBER -
OER (Swedish)
of OHODERA's
office

ESSEN, pro-
Nazi Swede

CARMEN
(French)

Swedish newts--
papers

(

Presumably
souross of the
Swed. note-
paper Dago-,
posten)

Oaullist Gen.
Staff, prob.
other French
souroos

SW= CONTROL



Source find or	 Subsource and/or
a

UAnSON (Seed.)

STEMS (Finn) Prob. Swedish,
perhaps PETER,
SER

Probably	 (Written in
FRAEUER (Corm.)	 Osman)

B2LLEOXRDS •	 Uhl:mein
(Estonian,
in England)

num (Finn)	 Finn. refUgee
orypto group

STEM (Finn)
	

Probably Swedian

VICELORD
	

Personal obasr-
(Sited.)
	

vation

Spring 1941 NAASTNO (Eat.)	 Unknown

a	 VI

Late* 1941 or RYBUCWSKI
early 1042 (Polish)

RYSIKOWSICE
(Polish)

a

SECRET 'CONTROL

T.trIkk	 Data Obt.
	  Description of 	 ilralMen) 
b. Weston Allies (oont.)

Internal political oonditions LA
Franco.

(Personal ob-
servation in
March 1946)

Apr. 1946 BEILEGARDR
(Eatonian,
in Englund)

Chinese Legation (Stockholm) bulletin.

p. Greet Britain

2 reports containing extensift materiel
on RALF. tactical methoda, deacribed
assent valuablo. (000DIMA. as can-
plimented . by Nay* HQ for getting then.)

Reports on British tanks and artillery. Feb. 1945

Plane for British Army of Occupation	 Vid-1946
in Germany.

British Govt. code of 1954, cooplete.	 War. 1946

A report on the political situation
within Great Britain.

Viso. info on ditto.
	 1964	 • PCMDZEDEUDY	 Unknown

(Hung.)

Dimmest= (with OPODSRA's assistant
INOUE) of a trip to Britain.

.S■
 
UssR

Significant material.

Soviet mobilisation plan.

Plans and descriptive details of the
"Stalin Line."

Reports on Soviot Gen. Staff conver-
sations of Oat. 19418 disouseion be-
been STAUB, the Winded to defend PCs-
Om at all costa, and TIMOR:MO, who •

advocated retreating beyond the Volgn.

Elovenent of Soviet reserves called bank
frOm the Volga. line to defend Demos
(winter 19414942).

Sclirt plans (Spring 1942) for strate- 1942
gio retreat to Dca-Stallngrad-Volga-
Enban line.

*sports concerning ranoval of Soviet
ear industry to the ural region.

The Soviet operational plan for the
central front.
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Date Ott.	 fo'cal.to andior
(WM-iSretn_) Natio-x:11A

RISIECOSKI
(Polish)

Subsouroe and/Or 
Hationalit,

Imam

After Ger.. BRZESRNIMSKI
man surren- (Polish)
der

^

Weekly for WILIZULTI
10 months	 (Finn)
prior to
Japanese
eurrender

3 or 4
	 1TAASEIG

tines a
	

(Ent.)
month
(exact
period
unknown)

POEYRONE21every	
(Finn)10 days

(exact
period
unknown)

ALDERKREUTZApril	
(Swedish)1941

GADO (London
Polish I.S.
Chief)

Finnish
refugee
group

Unknown

Finnith Oen,
Staff; German
forces in
Finland

Sired. Dept. II

STENEM (Finn)

Monthly,	 VAG! (ihing.)
Feb. 1942-
Oct. 1943

SECRET CONTROL

Target
	 DescriRtion of Intelligenoe . Cttained 

d. USSR (cont.)

Soviet Gen. Staff estlistoo of German
operations in 1942 (STALID feared •
German attack against the left wing of
the Moscow front).

Impoqding Soviet deolnration of war
against Japan.

movement of 10 Soviet divisions to
the Par Eastern front,

Situation reports of the eastern front
and of Soviet troop movements. These
were mestompiete, containing detailod
identification of units and positions,
but ONODERA oemplains that they always
cane too late 'WS be of ups.

Regular reports.oa Soviet troop move-
ments in Finld, Latvia, Estonia,
White Russia, Leningrad and (to a lea-
ser extent) goecow. They were very
detailed, giving unit identifications
and pinpoint position..

Finnish Gee. Staff reports on develop-
ment of the war against USSR; troop
movements, air and ground farce OD;
ordnance, supplies end replaoements;
naval activities in the Deltic.

Soviet Baltic Fleet OB. a oompleto re-
port which OMODERA passed on to the
Japanese U.A. at Moscow.

Reports on Soviet fleet and troop
movements in the Baltic area.

Couplet* OD of Soviet eastern front
armies (1 report).

Reports an Soviet military forces,
technical deve/opmente and War pro-
duction,

Technical reports on new developnents
in construction of Soviet planes, Unice
and rocket guns.

Estimates of Soviet strategic resorves.

Detailed description of new Soviet
airnraft carrier.

Prior to
Uar. 1946

Frequently
after 1942

1943

4Y -

WILIAM (Finn)

IVEVIOREIT
(Finn)

HY3I7CWSKI
(Polish)

WILLTIAIT
(Finn.)

Finn. Gen. Staff;
personal sources
in Sweden

RALIJIMILA-of Finn.
orypto group

Hungarian Gen.
staff

Finnish Oen,
Staff

Unknown

Fine. Gen. Staff
or personal
sources in
Sweden

SECRET COUTROL



SECRET CONTROL

Ta_12S—et	 Date Obt.	 Souroe	 Subsouroe and/Or
1777NEFY,Desoription of Intelligence Obtained	 retriffrown	 Nationality 

d. USSR (cont.)

Extensive Soviet code material (see 	 Throughout Various	 Finnish Crypt°
below).	 the war	 Finns	 Section

Misc. Deports on Troop Novsmonts, OD etc. 

Soviet troopmcvements in Latvia, 14th- Feb.-June 	 RYBIKOSSKI	 Unknown
mania and East Poland. 	 1941	 (Polish)

Ditto, northearberts & central fronts.	 Atter 1942	 •

Reviews of Soviet military strength, 	 Uonthly	 STEREU	 Finnish Gen.
(exact per- (Finn)	 Staff
iod unknown)

Soviet naval activity.	 narnual	 SObecuroo in one
(Finn)	 of Baltic states

Operational reports on eastern front.	 Unknown	 German S.S.

Soviet troopmarements on the Finnish	 RALLAMAA	 Unknown
front.	 (Finn)

Ditto, northern sector of saetern	 Aug. 1941	 AIDEREREUTE	 Seed. Dept. II
.front.	 (Swedish)

'Movement of Soviet ermine and divisions Between	 PETERSEN	 Seed. Gen.
on Finnish and Baltic fronts.	 wid-1945 & (Swedish) 	 Staff

• Apr. 1946

Reports on strength of Soviet army
and air force.'

KOBOR	 Finn. Gen. Staff;
(Rump)	 PAASONED & At-

tach& Section

General into on progress of the war.	 Weekly	 KOENIGSEGG &	 (Office of Corm.
from	 VOUTTATZDURY	 M.A., Stoskboba)
Got. 1944	 (German)

Soviet military training methods.	 KSITOMIN
(Finn.)

Misc. Reports on Technical SUbjects, Production Capacity, War Potential etc. 

Finn. Gen. Staff

Figures of railroad transportation of Feb.-June 	 RIBIKCWSKI

Soviet war materials and troops in	 1941	 (Polish)
eastern' Poland.

Unknown

Soviet sólentifie and teohnitel develop.	 MAASING	 German and
(Est.)	 Finnish

Soviet war industry production figures. 	 *	 Unknown

Figures and estimates of Soviet war 	 POEYROM	 Finnish Gen.
production capacity. 	 (Finn)	 Staff .

Reports On Soviet ordnance develop. 	 KOBOR tilling.)	 Finn. technicians
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SALOKORPI
(Finn)

FORMREN
(Finn)

MUM (Germ.)
or IIAASING •
(Est.)

VON unman
(German)

WILLMAN
(Finn)

I.

Probably
SALOKORPI
(Finn)

Unknown

Official German
air force
publications

Finnish refugee
crypto group

PALE archives
of Finnish
refuges. orypto
group

Finnish Dept. II
Espionage Section

Finnish Dept. II
CI Section

CANARIS (Germ.)
via ?MGM

CANARIS (Germ.)
via WAGNER

Frau IARSBER-
GM/ (Swed.) of
OMODERA's off.

MAASING (Est.)

Abwehr

Akwohr

Swedish
newspapers

Unknown

SECRET CONTROL

Date Obt.	 Source andior	 Subsouroe and/
(When Known) Rottman": 	 tationality

reret
rirEir-it Description of lntelligenoe Obtained

d. USSR (oont.)

Soviet tank production.	 Mar. 1945

Soviet war industries.	 Mid-1942-
Oct. 3.944

Codes, cm material, P.O.W. Interrogations 

Four Soviet military codes' (1) Five- Nov. 1944
symbol operational code complete with
method for use; (2) Five-symbol NKVD
code °caplet. with method' (3) Four-
symbol tank oanbat cannunication cods,
inoomplete--about 20-25% broken; (4)
Fourz.eymbol air force communications
code, ditto.

One four-symbol Soviet military clods,
inocmplete -- about 20 broken.

Four Soviet oodeat (1) NIVD.five -
digit. canpleto analysis (same as
tboveth (2) NIND five-digit, incom-
plete analysis; (3). and (4) military
combat ocmammioation codes

i
 possibly

for tank units (some as last two above?)

(See also concluding seotion 5., below.)

Soviet army use of deception material 	 Dee. 1940
and propaganda in oombat.

Finnish Dept. II CI Section reports
and yearly 'personality primer.'

Jan. or
Feb. 1945

-
Reports on interrogation of Soviet

	
re
	

Finn...Gan. Staff

Ditto dealing with eastern Siberia. 	 Before
Mar. 1944

Publications, Political, Miscellaneous 

Soviet military publications recently Before
captured on the eastern front.	 tar. 1944

Translations frau the Swedish press.

Soviet politioal developments in Fin-
land, Latvia, Estonia, white Russia,
Leningrad and Now!.
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BLOOM
	

Finn. Gen. Staff
(Finn)
	

Attaché Section

Internal condition. -- rogulor reports.

Politios and internal affairs. Oct. 1940-
June.1941

snmmur
	

Unknown
(Finn)

ZARA (Polish;
	 I.

one of RIBIK(XMMI's
network)

V	 •

SECRET CONTROL

Target	 Date Obt.	 Sourcet
Gou—iirry,Dosoriktiou .^ 7,1tellifenee Obtained	 rag-Igen) 15117%

d. USSR (cont.)

Political condition. in Estonia under
Soviet 000upetion.

or
	

Subsource and/or
BationaliV 

POEYNOVEN (Finn)
in late 1940;
PITTKA's con-
tacts in Estonia

Regularl:,	 FMK/. (Est.)
from Got.
1940

Report on Soviet activity in Balkans.

(General?) reports on the WRifor
which ONODERA paid 930 Yen apiSoe.

Finnish Dept. II Extimate. Sootion
reports.

General info on the USSR	 super-
ficial.

;o. Finland

Internal conditions and political
developments,..opeoially with regard
tot

a. lapending peens negotiations;

b. Place tanns.

Reports on Finnish army and war
capacity.

Military and political developments
in ?inland.

Into concerning activities of the
Finnish resistance movement.

KOBOR (Hung.)

KRISTIAN
(sot.)

POEYHONEN or
SALOKORPI
(Finns)

Fall 1940 BERSON
(Polish)

Finnish
newspaperman

Feb. 1944	 (via Jap.
)flvistor at

Aug. 1944	 Helsinki)

SALOKORPI
(Finn)

10 months MIMI
prior to	 (Finn)
Japanese
surrender

PAASONEU (Finn)
& Attache Section

cELLARras (Gem.)
SALOKORPI (Finn)

Finnish Dept. II
Estimates Section

Previous contacts
in Moscow

UnbarWn

PALE archives,
Finn. refugee
orypto group

?Pug sh refugee
group

C. Germany

PIAA for invasion of the USSR in
June 1941.

Establishment of German air bases
in Poland.

Concentration of Gorman forces in East
Prussia and near Warsaw.

(Through the above two items, ONODERA
was able to confirm other informatiGu
which revealed the German plan to
attack the USSR.)

JACOBSEN (Est.
in Abwihr)

Between	 RISIKORSKI	 Unknown
Feb. &
June 1941

I.
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Subsource and/Or
'Rationality 

SAIDRA (German
S.S.)

Obtained indir-
ectly from Owed.
Gem. Staff;
prepared by .
J'OITLITT-DAMIFELD

Unknown

Abwehr

MASONIC & Finn.
Attache Section

Date Obt.	 Source and/or
When Known) , Natidnality

TIAASING
(Est.)

1943
	

VAG! (flung.)

Between
July 1941 11

Dec. 1942

°Beat in
1941-194r

RYBIKCCTSKI

NAMING
(Est.)

KonoR
(nuns.)

Mid-190 -
Apr. 1946

Between'
mid-1943
and April
1946

1944

Aug. 1942 -
Sept. 1944

Setween
mid-1943 &
Apr. 1945

-61-.

NAASING
(Est.)

STEWED (Finn)

PETERSER
(Swed.)

DnImaown

VDU ROSES-
BLATT (Gem.)

PETERSEU
(Seed.)

Unknown

BELLEGARDE
(tat.)

Pnr2SCIT
(Sued.)

Swedish General
Staff ?

Abwehr

Unknown

SAIDRA (Garman
SA.)

Owed. Gen. Staff
Dept. II

Swedish General
Staff?

Unknown

German

Official *German

ocuroosT

Swedish Secret'
Polioe

Unknown

Abwehr

Swedish Genera
Staff

After 1942 RYBIKMISKI
(Polish)

Between	 PETERSEN
Oat. 1944	 (Swed.)
&Apr. 1946

Before	 CANARIS
Uar..1944	 (German)

via WAG=

After 1942 MIT:01Sn
(Polish)

SECRET CONTROL

.T.W2114.
ZaatiYpecoription of Intelligence Obtained

f. Germany

General strategic plans of the German
High Command for the spring of 1942.

Very detailed reports on western
front OB.

Soviet Gen. Staff estimates or German
operations in 1942.

OS in great detail,. including unit
identification and positions.

Iliac. material on the German army, inol.
a report on the limits Of the German re-
treat fn.: the eastern front and an °eti-
olate of German copaoity to hold the
Baltic states.

Reports on German technical develop-
ments: e.g.. V.I and V-2 rocket
baibs. Theme were complete studies
with photographs.

German military studies of chemical
and biological werfaremethods. Theme
were in great detail and were con-
sidered interesting by Tokyo.

German Army OB.

Formation and composition of new S.S.
divisions.

OB reports of German units on eastern
front, received regularly.

Ditto (armies and divisions).

Frequent reports With estimateaof
German war industry production.

Teohnioal developionts in Germany.

Latest German technical developments.,

Samples of German sabotage apparatus.

Uilitary and oommeroial transperta-
tion on the Danube.

Periodic reports (general in scope)

General Staff reviews of troop move-
ments of all belligerents on all
fronts.



SECRET CONTROL

Target ,	Date Obt.	 Source an or	 Subsouroe and/Or 
ounbry Desoription of Intelligence Obtainedgence	 ane _._	 111M1S-own	 Nationality 

f. Germany (cont.)

Reports on the political situation in	 Oocasion-	 JACOBSEN	 CARARIS h
Germany.	 al until	 (Est.)	 Abwehr

Hu. 1944

Answers to •ODEM's questions about	 Sumner	 BELLEGA25E	 Unknown
internal conditions in Germany. 	 1944	 (Est.)

"Fragmentary German material." 	 SLMS	 Finn. Gen. Staff
(non)	 Attaoh. Section

g. Sweden

Advance notice of pending Swedish CS
measures.

Into that Swedish orypto servioe had
broken ONODERA's general code.

RAASIOG	 Swedish Police
(Est.)
	

and other

Zany	 PALE of Finn.	 Unknown
1946	 orypto croup

3. Forsi Code Material Obtained the J awes tbr .	Collaboration 'with the Finnish
ys s e oup

(For background see page 21, above.)

(In his work with the Finns. HIROSE was associated with that branch of the Crypto.Analysis
Cootien whioh concentrated on Soviet codes. He was aware, however, of the work of other
branches and knows that they're... successful in brem.king codes of the United States,
GoiaZritain, Turkey and other nations. On instructions frau Tokyo be bad frequently
requested results obtained from the study of U.S. materials they were refused until the
autumn of 1943, when homes given a diplomatic strip-type cipher which he describes as
consisting of 16 harlot:eta lines of 30 letters each and designated, he believes. as
5Ati:� He says that the Finns were able to break this American code because of enciphering
mi	 s made at the Elbasey in Vichy during 1941. The some code was later found to be in
use by the Amerioan missions at Bern and Chungking, the last messages which UIROSE saw
having been dated DeoeMber 1942. Me adds that the Finns were sometimes helped in their
attempts to break new American ciphers by the fact that a new system would be used for
communications between European stations while the, old system was ,till being employed to
send the same message between London and Washington.

OHODERA denies that he ever had a U.S. code; be says that he repeatedly requested ....Oh
material frau the Finns but received the answer that the Japanese already had the best
available in Tokyo. As indicated above, he did receive one complete British code and
considerable Soviet material and inlenrch 1945 he obtained frac. the Finnish reftgee
orypto-analysis group (through the Finnish Mona Attach., Capt. WILLMAN) the following.

....Ono Turkish military attach. code, *caplets with method, whose name OUODERA
remembers as "Gankai," and three or four incomplete Turkish codes (names
unremembered). Us was officially canplimented by Tokyo HQ for obtaining
the complete One.

b. Two French (Vichy) diplanatio codes, incomplete.
c. Two Rumanian diplomatic. (1) codes, incomplete.
d. One Vatican code, incomplete. 	 '	 •
o. One Yugoslav oode, inoomplete.
f. One Portuguese code, incomplete.

The Finnish Crypto-Analysis Section's Russian branch (with which =ROSE collaborated)
was successful in breaking Soviet infantry, tank and air foroe combat ocmmunications
ciphers. It failed to break the Navy "Red" five-digit code because cell signs and keys
mere changed daily frcm the very beginning of the vnir -- a system later adopted by the
Red Army.
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The NRVD four-digit codes presented no difficulties. They varied accorcAng to the
regional divisions of the USSR with special types for Meow, LeningrA, eastern
Siberia and the NRVD frontier guard posts. Individual code. differed through changes
in the additive tables. The best results obtainod with these ems from material inter-
cepted by the Japanese between Kamchatka and Vladivostok.

UIROSE describes the development of Finnish crypto-analyxis during the war as follows,
at the beginning of the invasion of Russia by the Gerrans in June 1041, various weak
points in the Soviet Army codes were exposed by ti..; Normal surprise attack. The Finns
easily deoiphered these codes and when they oered the war in July they had already
acoumulated considerable information on the disposition and strength of the Soviet
armed foroes -which faced them. The vital five-digit code used by the Soviets in the
mummer of 1941 was easily deciphered because of iti systematic arrangement of digits
and the use of • set additive table.

At the end cf 1941 the front was temporarily stabilised and the Soviets tried to correct
the weaknesses in their cryptographic system. During the intervening period prior to
the distribution of a new cipher, they tried to strengthen the existing **stem by using
a double additive on each message. They began at that time a routine of revising their
codes at intervals of from two to six months. They also controlled the use of additive
tables, dividing them into three categories -- one-time pads, rotating and general --
thus making it difficult to decipher messages unless a large nuMber were sommulated.
They used a two- to four-digit code of increasing complexity, often Changing both the
key and the cipher.

In 1942, in spite of them difficulties, the Finnish arypto-analyets managed to keep
up with the changes in the Soviet oodes. The major portion of the messages which they
deciphered were related to the German sector of the front rather than to their awn,
d im operations on the latter had elnost ceased whereas the former continued to be very
active. The following conditions are described by RIROSE as being responsible for the
Finnish mimeos's*

a. Interception of material from the German front.
b. Simultaneous use by the Soviets of old and new ciphers during a period when

ciphers were being changed.
o. ttistakes of enciphering (fixed habits and non-adherence to regulations).
d. Speoiel characteristics of long messages.
e. Special characteristics of short messages.

During the spring of 1943 the volume of Soviet traffic greatly decreased, and there was
an over-all intensification of precautionmrymeasures as a result of which it became
impossible to decipher operational messages. The only success encountered yes with four-
digit codes. In 1944 difficulties increased. The Soviets employed even striate , security
measures, instituted a large nunber of communication regulations and greatly restricted
the use of W/T so that the Finns found it no longer possible to break Soviet ciphers by
intercepting operational traffic.
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APPEPD1;( A: LIGf W PEUS(U'FL, OFFICE OF THE TILITARY ATTACHE AT ST0CETI2L'I

ITO, Col. Riyokazu, Ass't Military Attache)
MICOSHI, Maj. Yasukazu, "	 it	 "	 )
SATO, Vaj. Tatsuya,	 It	 It	

"	 ) See Rererence (c)
INODE, YoidAi, civilian 	 )
SATO, Kichinosuke, " 	 )

HIGUCHI, Lt, Col. Fukashi, Asst Military Attache

Though carried on the diplomatic list as accredited to Sweden and Finland. HIGUCHI
was resident in Berlin where he worked under Gen, YAMAMOTO (Ass't M.A.) on special
liaison with the Abwehr (Abt II and III) and the SA, ONODERA says that he was
officially assigned to positions in Stockholm and.: T.1,1sinki because he would thus

obtain diplomatic facilities for his novam.sr.- 	 eked with a liaison group
concerned with CHANDRA DOSE. (See above, IV. 8, Jim	 with Other Japanese
Missions in Europe.)

/IOWA, Jiro

Mitsui representative, shipping expert. He had formerly been stationed in London and
had travelled to the United States, Spain, Italy, France and Germany. In Stockholm
he worked on shipping publications and coding. He acted as intermediary between
=HERA and Frau MAEKINEU, an ampIoyee.of the Finnish Legation, and meetings with
the Finns PAASOITEM, HALAIIAA and PALE were held in his flat. He was also in touch
with ERICSSON and FIRXE in connection with the proposed ball bearing purchases,

URA, Saburo

A painter who had lived in Europe for many years and had been recruited for service
in the office of the Military Attache at Helsinki at the beginning of the war. Be .
came to Stockholm after the Finnish surrender in the fall of 1944. He was used
most frequently as a courier and general messenger. The Finns all knew him and he
therefore sometimes acted as intermediary with them, particularly with SALOXORPI of
the F.I.S. Espionage Section. ONODERA says that he was too fond of women and drink
to be trusted with serious intelligence work.

yowl, Shinichi

, Japanese businessman married to an Estonian and formerly resident in Helsinki. He
had lost all his possessions through the war and COMO to Stockholm as a refugee,

MODEM found him already employed in the office when he arrived. Y0001 helped
with all the offioe work but it was never possible to trust him because he suffered
from a nervous disorder. In May 1942 he left for Berlin to work in the Manchurian
Legation.

SASAKI

A clerk from the Japanese Ear Ministry who was originally assigned to the office of
the Military Attache in Stockholm. However, he never worked for ORODERA because
he had already been transferred to Helsinki by munlau late in 1910. He /subse-
quently went to Berlin where he worked with HIMMEL. (See also APPENDIX B.)

SIEMER, Karin (Mrs.)

Stenographer who was a member of OHODERA's staff throughout his stay in Stockholm.
She was in charge of all natters requiring the use of the Swedish language such as

protocol, social invitations, etc. =HERA says that she never participated in
any intelligence activities.

LARSBERGER, Mrs.

EMployed during 1943 to translate Swedish publications into English
assistants who were preparing econaaio and technical studies.
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WalUTISF:	 RYDICKI, !71C:TAILUMNI, Fiotro DIANOg .

Z.:t-eC of the German Sooien of the Polish I.E. who posnonsee both a Russian
and Menchurian passport. No vas carriod on tho °Moe roster an c (secretary

expelled frcm 9vodon brcause of Gorman pressure in the spring of 1944.
(For further details see above, IV. I., Polish Contents and Sources.)

T • Thllsviag individuals have all been reported at letriou4 times as having been
con.,octod vita MOM:NA/a office, but he denies ever haviee emelo-ed or had more than
casual contact with any of thcm:

OUHE -,:N, Boris (probably tho same as 'cumin) .
HANSWD. lil s	 •
JERN6TROM, Xarl Evert
LEHEMAR
LIMDERGD,12,
SELAIIDED, Maud
STALGAP E, Sixten

APPENDIX B: LIST OF PERSONPEL MICE OF THE MILITARY ATTACHE Al HEISINKI 

HOSE, Lt. Col. iichi, Ass't Military Attach6
r-e-
LtAt the beginning of his tour of duty ia Helsinki HIROSE spent nearly all his time
-7in collaboration with the Finnish crypto-analysie group. Later on this was broken
off and ha took over the work of administrative officer and paymaster for O1T0UCHI:1
(For a description of his work see above, Iv 2. a, Finnish Contacts and Sources;
for a biographical sketch of subject, Reference (b).)

HIGUCHI, Lt. Col. FukaShi, Ass't Military Attache

nIqucui was never resident in Finland. He cams to Helsinki in DeoeMber 1940 to ob-
tain information on the use of propaganda and deception material in combat by the
Russian Army, collaborating in this work with SALOKORPI of the F.I.S. Espionage Sec-
tion, and again in 1941 and at the end of 1943.

KIKKAWA Akira.

Civilian assistant in charge of office administration and .::oding. Ho was transferred
to Bulgaria when a Military Attaché's office was opened there in July 1944. He was
chronically ill and unable to contribute much to office activities.

SAKAKI.

Clerk, worked on administrative matters and drafted final reports for Tokyo. rre

always remained on duty at the office when aroma' was away travelling. Be had for-
merly been cssigned to Col. NISHIMURA in Stockholm, but when the latter returned to
Japan he was transferred to Finc.'. . Be had previously been there on temporary duty
to substitute for KIKKAffk.-

HAKATA Chozeemon.

Clerk, assisted HIROSE in matters connected with crypto-analysis and prepared the
reports on that subjett for Tokyo. He also worked as a code clerk. Be had pre-
viously been in the crypte-analyeie office in Budapest and was suddenly transferred
to Helsinki without being requested by OHOUCHI. Be knew the Russian language but
could not speak it w„.11.
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MIA Saeuro„

Socrotary. A. former vaiatw . vhcm OJO1;C'fI desclises es anfi'stod for wet+ in a
military attacIsPe office. Vs had folaerly been in Stockholm wltra

The following officc_rs case to Holsinki on special missions: HOJO, Lt. Col. in
the Hedical Corps. he wal sent froa Tokyo in larch 1C , 1 to inves .:iaats the uae
of bactorieloaical vox2aro by the Russians during the wintor campliaa of 1939-1940.
His arrival vas delayed b•saase the Russians at first rofuzsd to ,;ive him a transit
visa. His findings revealed same eaidence of the use of carbon poison lacillus
(?) on a small scale. He vont to Berlin cad remained there for the rest of t.e var-

KOMI, Col. Etsuo.

Came to Finland in February 1944 as head of a mission of Japanese Army, Navy and Air
personnel to inspect Gorman air force winter installations,

OCHIAI, let Lt,

Engineer. Came from Berlin in July 1941 to ctady eonditions on the Eastern Front,
He returned to Berlin.

APPEBDIX Cs JAPAMESE JOWnadSTS 17 STOCKIOLH
y

1., Danoi

SAITO Masani, SAZAZI Rinichi.

Nuclei vas the only service which was actually conneoted with OUODERA's office.
As stated above, he used it for communicating non-confidential matters to
Tokyo. The consisted of business, technical and military analyses prepared
by his assistants; material from illegally obtained publioations was sometimes
included. =Eves closely associated with the Basel men in this arrangement,

SAITO had previouelyvorhod in China, Berlin end Lisbon. He frequently came to
the Military Attach6 l s office to discuss the war or arrange for the sending of
dispatches, but vas never in any sense a member of the staff. OHODERA says that
he received more information than he gave.

SAZAZI arrived from Italy at the beginning of 1944, He was SAITO's assistant
and played a subordinate role.

2. Yamiurl

URESHINO, KITANURA Hiroshi, MAKI Shin.

URESHIU0 represented this service when OUOBERA arrived in Stockholm. He was
hard working and intelligent and ecoasionally ?roduced interesting items which
he passed on to the Minister or the Counsellor.

KITMERA, in spite of his reputation as a savant, MODEM considers totally
unsuited to intelligence work. He describes him as an intellectual cretin.
Shortly after his arrival he offered his services to OUODERA and was:ted to
work as an agent in the gathering of military intelli p:ence, but morau re-
fused. In the spring of 190 KIMURA received no funds from Japan and was
reduced to such a precarious state that =CERA was obliged to lend him small
sums for living expenses.

MAKI Shin vas assistant to EITAMURA. He also barra ged money from OrODERA ía 196.

S. Asahl

Shiaichiro, EMU,

WATAMABE had only social contacts with NOITRA, He got into trouble: with the
Legation for sending ac information from his own COU7COS materir-7. a.ahon from
a copy of Thu° rIca;aine which he had succeeded in gettirg secne,. than his
colleagues. He woo succeeded by 211111. ainr. OPODERA hard17 hras.



OGO Eiichi, &scribed m g a lcuty drvtdcard:

KATO Minoo;

ETJONOTO Memo-taro -- See SSU memornmdtmt of thAt	 7 October 1P4G, DB #1247,

APPEMIX D:  THE JARNIESÉ DIPLOMATIC NISSIOU LIT STOOKIOLM.

The Japane go colony in Stockholm vas made up entirely of Legation officials red a
few journalists; there were no other Ja?anose residents. The great Japanzso trading
firms of Otuva, Mitsui and Nitsubinhi vero represented by Swedes and their Japanese
agents only one to Stockholm on occasional visits.

OHODERA known of no organized intelligence activit; within the Legation. He says
that there were only three men qualified for such work - TSUCTIIYA Jun, KOIA Jotaro,
URN Mateo - and they were prevented from ongaging in it by Minister OKANCTO, who
was strongly opposed to it on principle insofar ac accredited diplanatc were con-
cerned. MODEM who bitterly dislikes the minister, says that he always obstructed
intelligence work whenever he could. The chief activity of Legation employee's was
press and publication analysic. KODA and TSUCUYA had contacts with certain Swedes
and with DRIVRIEVSKY, a renegadg Soviet diplomat frost wham they obtained some use-
-All information on Russia. As previously mentioned, MODENA made an unsucoessfnl
attempt to obtain intelligence through press conferences and discussions in propa-
ganda meetings.

The Naval Attaché, Captain MISHInA Lori, IJN, vas a radio specialist and had little
interest in obtaining intelligence by any but the normal straight forward methods.
His assistants worked on press analysis and he had sane contacts among Swedish
nr.c:spapers, including Gunnar MUELLER. OnODERA never heard that he tried to got
information fram seoret sources or was connected in any way with espionage. He does
not have a high opinion of MISnInA's abilities and at one time arranged with Captain
KOJIMA, the naval attache in Berlin, to have him replaced by Captain OJI. However,
the development of the war prevented this transfer.

Minister: OKAMOTO Suemasa. Arrived in Stockholm in Noveaber 1942. Formerly
stationed in the U.S.A. and in England. At the outbreak of war in
the Pacific he was Consul General in Singapore ' He was interned in
India and after his release by exchange came straight to Stookholm.
Be is a specialist in matters concerning the United States and
Britain and considered by the Japanese to have been secretly in favo
of the Allies. ONODERA is emphatic in stating that he did everything
in his power to hinder the successful carrying out of secret intelli-
gence activities by the members of his staff.

Counsellors KODA Jotaro. In Stockholm from Feb. 1941 till Jan. 1945, when he
was transferred to Zurich, Switzerland. ne worked with DMITRIEVSKY
and was in touch with Japanese and foreign journalists. German
specialist. OnODERA says that he is well qualified for intelligence work.

First Seorctary: YAMAGUCHI Twao. Arrived in February 1942 from Vienna where he
had been Consul General. At the time of the outbreak of war he was
Consul at Bombay and was interned in India. Subsequently he served in
Belgium and Germany. Hewes the administrative officer and heed of
the financial section of the Legation.

First Secretary: TSUCHIYA Jun. Specialist in matters concerning the United States;
speaks good Eaglish. He had good contacts with members of the Swedish
Foreign Office, among them GAVE of the press section, GINUOT, and HEPP.
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Corkt HAT4 ,.. Code clEs-%.

Clerk: YAMG1C4I. In Stocaoka sne.,=; 1940. Worked under IANAGUCHI Imo in ;he
ae.r2inistrntive and financial section.

Clerk: MAKINVRA. /Aso in eximinietrstive and financial section,

°Mc,' of the Naval AttathE.

Nava; Attachll:	 Captain Tor (see. above):

_•lssis .•:.ant Naval At.t.enne: 11k1311, fup., 	 TIT, Ccrte Pron. Italy in 1	 Diaburninv
officer, carried out liaisen with the llilitary Attach i s: office.

• Clerk: YA•LIT.I.I,P.. C•cvae 	 Stoakhahr, frcri	 Stenogapher.

Civiliot emplvee: V-JAICTITA Is: o h::. c 1-. 	 Esplincer; arrived in Aril 1942 en ititsu-
bier. represertative. Ead forra. •3rly beer. in the United States.

Civilian employee: SEZAKI iktruo. Offino clerk. Fomorly in Paris, where he
had studied paintina,: before the war.

Distribution:

G-2, CINCOPAC, Tokyc
FD-WDOS	 (1)
oli	 (3)
St.t.te	 (1)
CIG
FBY	 (1)
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